In this dissertation we consider the problem of automating the design of access structures for relational database systems. The main considerations are effective and rigorous utilization of the users' usage patterns, global treatment of the whole design and utilizing most of the commonly known access structures.

We represent the usage patterns on the access structures as relational algebra views. We transform a view into one or more simple access structures. Using the simple access structures we generate compound access structures. From this set of access structures we choose an approximately optimal set of access structures that process the input views as efficiently as possible and obey the storage space constraint.
In developing the transformation methods, we also develop the concepts of aggregation and generalization for access structures, and use them in obtaining compound access structures from simple data items and in integrating several access structures into one access structure. We introduced a general method that shows how any complex access structure is formed from the simple data items using aggregation.

In the transformations we consider insertion, deletion, look-up, update, building and storage space costs of access structures and/or views. The access structure types employed are tree, chain, circular chain, pointer array, cluster of tuples and sorting tuples in one or two relations. The access structures associated with a relation may cover different numbers of tuples.

For the optimization we separate all access structures into pointer and placement types. We give a 0-1 knapsack problem based approximate optimization algorithm to solve the pointer access structure optimization problem. We formulate the placement access structure optimization as a 0-1 integer programming problem. In the global optimization algorithm, we utilize the placement and pointer optimization algorithms and approximately compensate for the interdependencies between the placement and pointer access structure optimizations.
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Access structure design is an important part of a database design. The quality of the access structures chosen directly influences the efficiency of the database operations. The importance of access structure design shows itself more clearly in relational databases than in any other commonly known database models, for the relational database model is totally independent of the underlying access structures. Due to the independence of the logical and physical parts of the relational database systems, users' access patterns play a crucial role in access structure design. Also because of this independence, it is a major task to find a suitable set of access structures that optimize the processing of the users' views (or accesses to the database).

The global design of relational database access structures is very complex like most design processes. Thus most of the work in the past and perhaps even in current practice is ad hoc as the following sentence by
Scheuermann [19] indicates. "Typical techniques for database design rely heavily on the designers' skill and experience, which is neither efficient nor effective." Scheuermann further states that "Rules of thumb. Although widely used in practice they are misleading in many cases." More precise and quantitative studies on this subject focus only on portions of the whole design ignoring the interdependencies of the parts or only on databases with homogeneous records, i.e. files, omitting the difficult problem of assigning access structures among sets of files.

We may categorize the past work as secondary index selection, record structuring and designs based on special access structure types. We may cite the works by Anderson [1] and Schkolnick [20] among many more in secondary index selection. The most recent and notable work on this subject is by Ip [12]. In this paper the presence of candidate index access structures and records' placement are assumed for the optimization. In record structuring techniques [15] is a good recent survey. As for special access structure optimizations, Hatzopoulos [8] presents an optimization of multilist accesss structures using dynamic programming, in a recent work.

Only in the work by Katz [13], we see the general access structure design being considered as a global
optimization problem. Although the method presented by Katz considers the globalness of the access structure design, it has the following deficiencies: it does not use the users' views effectively, the method is not easily applicable to relational database systems, instead of access structure types very general access structure characteristics are used (for example a tree and a pointer array are not differentiated) and the optimization function that is based on maximizing the frequency of traversals is kept fairly simple ignoring some of the processing costs and intrinsic interdependencies among some access structure types.

One of the most recent works on automating data structure design in computer programs is by Rowe [18]. In this work, the data structures are specified in the input program and these data structure representations are transformed into lower level storage structures, composed of cells and pointers that are like the placement and pointer elements of our primitive access structures. In our design of access structures, we infer access structures from the views and build still more complex access structures. We are not directly concerned with lower level implementations of access structures. Also we do not try to infer the semantics of compound access structures from any program automatically. The details of com-
pound access structure semantics are specified by the human designer under the guidance of the unifying concepts that we give.

One of the earlier suggestions to use views in database design is by Furukawa [5]. Recently views are used effectively and rigorously in logical database design by Roussopoulos [16] and Yao [26], and in choosing the pointer arrays for representing commonly used queries by Roussopoulos [17]. In our design, we use only a special subset of the logical views that are used elsewhere, utilize them in a unique manner and for a different purpose.

The Main Theme and Goals

The main goal of this dissertation is to develop algorithms, concepts, abstractions and methodologies that will automate the actual design and also aid the understanding of access structures for relational database systems using the following principles.

Principles:

1. Make rigorous and maximum use of the user views in every phase of the design.

2. Consider the effect of the lower physical levels of the database system.
3. Take a quantitative approach and base the design on well defined concepts and fundamentals.

4. Orient all the optimizations and decisions toward choosing access structures that will process the input set of views as efficiently as possible.

5. Consider the global dependencies throughout the design.

1. User Views:

We believe that the views are important because they are the voice and direct involvement of the users in a database access structure design. The more the information from the views is used the more efficient the resulting access structures will be in handling the users' demands.

2. Effect of Physical Levels:

In computing the various costs of the access structures several approaches may be taken. For more realistic results, computation of the costs should be system dependent and reflect the particularities of the lower level software and hardware. Also a large variety of costs should be included so as to show the differences among access structures and reflect most of the user activities on the database.
3. Well Defined Concepts:

Well defined concepts and terms cause less ambiguity and together with the abstractions allow better comprehension. We also express various properties of the access structures and views quantitatively to enable more precise comparisons.

4. Process Efficiently:

The main objective in all the optimizations in the design is to minimize the cost of processing the input set of views. This objective is difficult to optimize and thus has been avoided in global optimization of access structures in the literature. However we believe that it is the most meaningful criterion in choosing the access structures. Scheuermann [19] has a similar opinion as can be seen from the following statement "... a weighted function of access and storage costs would constitute a more realistic performance measure." Some of the other performance measures would be just considering processing costs or storage space or reconfiguring costs.

The difficulty in our optimization arises from the extra interdependency between pointer and placement access structures caused by this objective function. The objective function based on the frequency of traversal of the access structures does not have this extra interdependency
and thus the resulting objective function is easier to optimize. However it is not a good design criterion due to the fact that the set of access structures that maximize the total frequency of traversals do not necessarily minimize the cost of processing the input views (that is insertion, deletion and look-up costs of views and building, update and storage costs of access structures). We would like to mention that the access structure selection algorithms developed for the dissertation would also work for maximizing the total frequency of traversals.

5. Global Dependencies:

Local optimization methods will not yield good results due to various interdependencies among access structures, constraints, and conflicting choices involved in the optimization.

The Contributions

The major contributions of this dissertation may be summarized as follows

1. Use of aggregation and generalization concepts in compound data structure and database access structure design and analysis: These concepts increase our understanding of complex data structures by dividing them into simpler
parts and relating simpler parts to their semantics. Once we know the semantics of the simple parts, we understand the semantics of the larger parts more easily. They also make possible automatic data structuring and generating all possible useful compound structures from simpler parts and thereby making the optimization of data structures possible.

2. The concept of metamorphosis of views into access structures in relational database systems: this is a systematic way of producing a good or potentially best set of access structures that represent the views. Metamorphosis gives us an answer to the question: "How do you choose, from all possible access structures, the ones that are needed given a set of user views?". Metamorphosis does systematically and quantitatively what happens in the minds of the database designers in an ad hoc manner. As a result of metamorphosis, access structures are created only if they are needed. The set of candidate access structures change according to the set of views given and do not stay the same just because the logical database is not changed, as is the case with the known approaches. Several access structures may be used in processing all the views related to an attribute instead of just one. Metamorphosis also gives us a better understanding of the
access structure creation. It is a conceptual framework that shows a clear picture of access structure creation.

3. An integer programming formulation of the problem of choosing an optimal subset of a given set of placement type of access structures (i.e. clustering a relation, sorting a relation and linking two relations by placing together identically valued tuples on a specific attribute value) of a relational database.

4. An approximate index selection algorithm with a lower worst case time order, $O(n \log n)$ than that, $O(n^{**2})$ published in the most recent paper on this subject, namely Ip [12].

5. The observation that pointer and placement access structures are partially interdependent in a global access structure design that is based on minimizing the cost of processing the views: we give an approximate algorithm to compensate for this interdependency.

Some of the other contributions of the dissertation are summarized in the following. The relationship between views and simple access structures and that between simple and compound access structures are illuminated. Commonly known access structures are categorized. Different types of access structures and access structures that cover all
or only some of the tuples in a relation are treated together in the same design.

In general the dissertation illuminates some of the overlooked issues in access structure design; the concepts and abstractions developed are applicable to any data model and in fact to compound data structures in general as shown by examples in chapter 2. Finally the algorithms presented in the dissertation are coded and tested.

**Overview of Dissertation**

In the order of appearance, the contents of the rest of the dissertation are as follows. In chapter 2, we explain the fundamental concepts, abstractions, definitions and the principles that form the basis of the metamorphosis of the views into access structures. The third chapter covers the metamorphosis as applied to relational database systems using a subset of the access structure types that we define in chapter 2. The fourth chapter introduces the problem of global access structure optimization given a set of candidate access structures and explains our approach to the problem. Chapters five, six and seven explain the algorithms used in our approach to solving the global access structure optimization problem introduced in chapter four. The fifth chapter
presents the optimization of the placement access structures. In the sixth chapter we explain the optimization of the pointer type of access structures. The seventh chapter covers the interdependency of placement and pointer access structure designs. Finally the eighth chapter covers the discussion and further research.
II. FUNDAMENTALS OF METAMORPHOSIS

In this chapter we explain the fundamental definitions, abstractions, concepts and the principles used in the access structure metamorphosis of the user views. Informally metamorphosis is the process of changing views into access structures that represent these views. In the abstraction of this process the basic entities are the views and the access structures.

Views

Let us consider the views first. As we mentioned earlier, the views we use in our design are only a subset of the views defined elsewhere. A view in general is a sequence of relational algebra operations that may be represented by a query tree (see the explanation by Ullman [24]). In our model we are interested only in those views that are performed directly on the secondary storage records. Since our main concern is on access structure design, we are concerned only with those parts of a query tree that are directly related to the secondary storage structures. However processing the views or accessing the database efficiently has an important effect on the total processing cost of a query.
We represent a view by a single relational algebra operation. The complete description of a view as we use it is given by the following definitions.

**Definition 2.1** Let $R$ be the set of all relations in a physical database. Let $B$ be the set of binary relational algebra operations containing intersection, difference, union, join, quotient and cartesian product. Let $b$ be the set containing all $b_i$ such that $b_i \in B$ and $b_i : (R_j, R_k) \rightarrow S_i$, where $R_j, R_k \in R$ and $S_i$ is the set of physical tuples generated by $b_i$.

Let $U$ be the set of unary relational algebra operations containing selection and projection. Let $u$ be the set containing all $u_i$ such that $u_i \in U$ and $u_i : R_j \rightarrow T_i$, where $R_j \in R$ and $T_i$ is the set of physical tuples generated by $u_i$.

Let $a = u \cup b$. A view is an element of $a$.

Views can be parameterized by the following properties:

1. the average number of physical tuples that it covers;
2. the frequency of the future use of the view;
3. the type of access (i.e. insertion, deletion and look-up) associated with the view.
**Definition 2.2** The range of a view is the set of physical tuples (storage records) generated by it (that is \( S_i \) or \( T_i \) as used in Definition 2.1).

A view describes the set of tuples that are associated to each other and accessed together. It is interesting to note that the quantitative values associated with a view are based on statistical observations. The properties of a view come from the logical database schema, extension of the schema and usage information sources. Finally, we note that our use of a view in representing secondary storage accesses is novel.

**Access Structures**

The other important entity in our model is the access structure. We define an access structure as follows.

**Definition 2.3** An access structure is a placement of data items and/or extra data structures that can be acted upon to access data items efficiently.

**Definition 2.4** The range of an access structure is the set of physical tuples that can be accessed by the access structure.
An access structure increases the efficiency of one or more access purposes which may be update, look-up, insert or delete for a set of data items that are accessed by the access structure. We see a large variety of access structure types in the computer science literature. We divide basic access structures into three categories placement, pointer and transformational as described in the following.

**Definition 2.5** Placement type of access structures are those that provide contiguity of data objects within physical storage blocks.

**Definition 2.6** Pointer type of access structures are those that involve only extra data structures which point to the location of the data objects.

**Definition 2.7** Transformational access structures are those that involve transforming a key (related to the values of the data objects) to the location of the data object and that cause the data objects to be stored only according to their key values in physical storage.

We further categorize the basic access structures into the following more detailed categories. Table 1 shows the basic access structure types.
Table 1. Basic access structure types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Placement</th>
<th>Pointer</th>
<th>Transformational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. cluster</td>
<td>1. tree</td>
<td>1. hashing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. well-placed</td>
<td>2. pointer-array</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. sorted</td>
<td>3. circular-chain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. chain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. multiattribute tree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) **Placement Types**

i) **Cluster.** The related data items are placed together without a predetermined pattern. (This definition of cluster may not correspond to its usage in the literature.)

ii) **Well-placed.** A data item is placed next to the data items that it is related to in a one to many relationship. This is different from cluster in the sense that the relationship among data items that are placed together is fixed (that is, one to many). This access structure is used only for linking in relational databases.

iii) **Sorted.** The data items are clustered and sorted according to a certain attribute.
b) Transformational

i) Hashing. A key is transformed into one of the bucket addresses where the data are stored.

c) Pointer types

i) Pointer adjacent. The pointer is adjacent to the data item. In this category we have chain and circular chain. In circular chain the last pointer points to the first item.

ii) Pointer separate. The pointer is separate from the data item. In this category we have tree, pointer array and multiattribute tree. Tree is subdivided into two: coarse tree and fine tree. In a coarse tree each pointer points to a set of data items whereas in a fine tree each pointer points to a single data item.

We leave further subclassifications to lower levels of the design. For example the category tree access structure can be classified into various different sorts such as B-tree, binary tree, AVL tree, etc.. One also notices that only one access structure type among various multiattribute access structures is chosen here. We mainly left the multiattribute access structure types outside our focus, as they are not being used commonly in general pur-
pose database systems.

In our categorization we bring together access structures with similar abstract characteristics thus decreasing the number of access structures to be considered in a design. The resulting types are just detailed enough to show the differences among themselves in processing different sets of views. In other words given a set of views there is an access structure type such that an access structure from that type processes the input set of views more efficiently than an access structure from any other type.

From the viewpoint of mathematical relations, the categorizations of access structures may be explained as follows. The access structure types shown on table 1 can be considered equivalence classes. In partitioning the set of access structure types into these equivalence classes, we use the equivalence relation "processes the certain set of views with a similar efficiency as ". Thus access structures with similar processing cost functions are brought together.

We categorize all access structures as simple, compound or complex access structures. Simple access structures are those that access only data items. Compound access structures are those that use the simple access structures in their constitution. As for complex access
structures, they contain simple access structures and compound access structures in their constitution. Simple access structures are the building-blocks and also the structuring entities of compound access structures. Furthermore, we conjecture that all compound access structures are generated from simple access structures using aggregation and generalization concepts (explained on page 21f). An example of a complex access structure would be clusters of data items connected to each other by a chain and a tree pointing to each cluster as shown in figure 1 (page 26). Clusters of data items connected to each other by a chain and a tree pointing to each cluster are two separate compound access structures. We specify compound access structures more rigorously in the section on access structure modelling (see page 36).

The access structures also have a set of properties which are dependent on the application and the goal function to be optimized. In our design some of the properties are the list of views associated with an access structure and the cost of processing these views.

**Relationships**

Access structures and views are related to each other mainly through the tuples in their ranges. We make use of
the following relationships in the metamorphosis:

1. Every view can be represented by a set of data objects.

2. Every access structure can be represented by a set of data objects.

3. Every view can be represented by an access structure.

4. Every access structure can be represented by a set of views.

**Explanation of the Integration Rules:**

**Aggregation and Generalization**

Basic rules of integration of views into access structures make use of the aggregation and generalization concepts as we explain in this section. Aggregation and generalization concepts were first introduced by Smith [21]. These concepts and their use in logical data modeling are explained by Tsichritzis [23]. Smith [22] gives an application of aggregation in designing a new abstract data type. Our use of a variation of these concepts in general access structure design is novel. Although our definition of aggregation and generalization is different,
we are somewhat influenced by the interpretation of these concepts by Tsichritzis [23].

Aggregation as we define it seems to explain all the compound access structures that we found in the literature. Aggregation and generalization seem to be generalizing concepts that unify the efforts in compound access structure design under a single framework. These concepts are not only helpful in understanding the existing compound access structures but are also useful in creating new compound access structure types from simple access structures. We use aggregation and generalization in systematically generating all possible useful compound access structures from a given set of simple access structures. We believe that they may also be used in creating new general purpose data structures from the existing ones. By making use of these concepts as we define them, one should be able to generate access structures or data structures to meet specific goals.

Generalization of access structures is forming a compound access structure by bringing together simple access structures that have the same function as the resultant compound access structure. Consequently they are not retained in the resultant compound access structure. In a way generalization is viewing a set of access structures as one under a certain set of characteristics or func-
tions. Generalization is useful in replacing a set of simple access structures with small ranges by a generalizing access structure that has a much larger range. From one viewpoint, it is abstracting out some of the detailed functions of the constituent access structures in order to bring them together. Generalization is very useful in access structure metamorphosis of views.

Aggregation of access structures is forming a compound access structure by bringing together simple access structures with different functions which are made use of in forming the overall function of the compound access structure. Thus the constituent access structures are retained in the resultant access structure. From this viewpoint the constituent access structures are considered as part of the whole. We can say that aggregation is constructing a compound access structure from its constituent simple access structures. The constituent simple access structures are brought together under the structure of an aggregating access structure. In other words the relationship among the constituent parts are determined by the structure of the aggregating access structure.

Both in aggregation and in generalization, the constituent access structures may be of the same type, homogeneous, or of different types, heterogeneous. Also, we can have the generalizations and aggregations based on
either the semantics or syntax of the simple access structures. In heterogeneous generalization we consider the semantics of the constituent access structure.

In generating or analyzing compound access structures using aggregation or generalization, it is also important to know and utilize the semantics of compound access structures. In the semantics of a compound access structure, we mainly examine:

i) the goals of the compound access structure;

ii) the conditions imposed on the constituent access structures due to certain properties of the generalizing or aggregating access structures.

The goals are related to the costs of various types of access purposes. In the relational database access structures, they may be processing relational algebra operations with respect to access purposes as efficiently as possible; optimizing the secondary storage space or minimizing the number of access structures. The conditions imposed by the generalizing or aggregating access structures are related to the range of the constituent access structures.

Both aggregation and generalization are based on bringing together simple access structures in accordance with an abstraction. Using the same access structures, we
may end up with a different compound access structure depending on the semantics. In each compound access structure, we consider different properties of the constituent access structures. This is due to different goals.

The aggregation access structures mentioned here are of two levels: the aggregating level and the constituent level. It is of course possible to have more levels of aggregation where the compound access structures become constituent access structures. However the database relations have to be extremely large in order to make such access structures feasible. In our design, we did not consider them to be realistic.

Although the number of different compound access structures that can be generated from a set of simple access structures using aggregation and generalization may be very large, the number of useful (i.e. cost effective) compound access structures is relatively small. The semantics of compound access structures eliminate those access structures that do not conform to the restrictions or that do not help towards the goals.

**Examples of Aggregation**

In this section we are going to analyse briefly some of the compound access structures found in the literature
from the view point of aggregation and generalization.

A. The generalized access structure introduced by Haerder [7] is an example of a set of two nonconflicting aggregation compound access structures sharing the same set of constituent access structures. In a database we may see more nonconflicting compound access structures on the same set of simple access structures. The two compound access structures here are a coarse tree aggregation of a set of array or cluster simple access structures and a chain aggregation of the same set of simple access structures as shown in figure 1. In functional notation these compound access structures may be shown as

```plaintext
STRUC (COARSE-TREE (CLUSTER (data items))),
CHAIN (CLUSTER (data items))
```
or

```plaintext
STRUC (COARSE-TREE (ARRAY (data items))),
CHAIN (ARRAY (data items))
```

where STRUC stands for an unnamed aggregating access structure. As for the semantics of the compound access structure, some of the goals may be summarized as follows:

i) decreasing the access time for a selection operation involving the tuples in the range of the simple access structures;
ii) fast sequential scan of these tuples;

iii) fast linking of the tuples in two or more relations (i.e. equi-join relational algebra operation).

The other issue in the semantics is the conditions imposed on the constituent access structures because of the properties of the tree and chain aggregating access structures. The range of this access structure in a relational database is composed of the relations that share the same attribute used in the tree.

Fig. 1. Coarse tree and chain aggregating compound access structure of cluster or array simple access structures.
B. Lipton [14] shows the use of a hashing scheme for storing a broad class of data structures. The examples given by Lipton may be explained by aggregation. The constituent access structures here comprise the buckets of the hashing aggregating access structure. The constituent access structures are homogeneous and of type tree, array or a variation of an array. In functional notation these compound access structures may be represented as

\[
\text{HASH ( TREE ( data items ))},
\]
\[
\text{HASH ( ARRAY ( data items ))},
\]
\[
\text{HASH ( ARRAY-LIKE STRUCTURE ( data items ))}.
\]

C. Chang [4] presents an extended k-d tree organization for performing multiple attribute clustering in databases. The compound access structure of Chang is a multiattribute tree aggregation of cluster access structures. Here again the constituent access structures are of homogeneous type. In functional notation this compound access structure may be shown as

\[
\text{MULTIATTRIBUTE ( CLUSTER ( data items ))}.
\]

The most important characteristic in the semantics of this data structure is its having dynamic record clustering.

D. Perhaps the most commonly known example of compound access structures is found in network database access structure implementation. Such an implementation
using multilist organization is a cluster aggregation of circular chain simple access structures and circular chain aggregation of circular chains compound access structures. For example the record-type relationship shown in figure 2.a can be represented by

```
CLUSTER ( CIRCULAR-CHAIN
         ( CIRCULAR-CHAIN ( data items )))
```

taggregation access structure as shown in figure 2.b. Obviously this compound access structure could be used in a hierarchical database implementation too.
Fig. 2. a) A simple Network data model with record types $T_0$, $T_1$, and $T_2$. b) Multilist representation of the model.
Using Aggregation and Generalization in Compound Access Structure Enumeration

We use aggregation and generalization concepts in view metamorphosis to generate all possible useful compound access structures from a set of simple access structures in relational database systems. Ultimately a subset of these access structures that optimize an objective function are chosen. Aggregation and generalization help us enumerate all possible compound access structures in a systematic and orderly fashion. More specifically, aggregation helps us in generating compound access structures that decrease the search time for a large collection of constituent simple access structures. Generalization is useful in generating compound access structures that decrease the number of simple access structures which consequently help decrease the secondary storage needs and the search time for access structures.

In metamorphosis for relational databases, we obtain simple access structures that are used for selections associated with attributes and for linkages between two attributes in two distinct relations (for example, for join operations). For selections, we consider the access structures based on each attribute separately. That is for each attribute, we use aggregation and generalization in bringing together access structures used for selecting
tuples based on their values for that specific attribute. For linkages, for each pair of attributes we use generalization in bringing together simple access structures used for join operations. In the following we consider selection and linkage access structures separately.

A. Selection

We assume that we have \( k \) simple access structure types, \( h \) of which can be used for selection.

Generalization:

In the homogeneous case, for each attribute the number of different generalization access structures is \( h \). That is each access structure type acts as a generalizing access structure for the homogeneous constituent access structures of its own type. For example a collection of trees using the same attribute as the key are replaced by a single tree. In the heterogeneous case we have another \( h \) access structures. Here again each access structure type acts as a generalizing structure but this time, for different types of constituent access structures that are used for selections on that attribute.

In the semantics of the resultant compound access structures, the range considerations are worth looking into. Let the range of an attribute be the values taken
by the tuples of the relation on that attribute. The range of the resultant compound access structure is the union of the ranges of its constituent simple access structures. One example is shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3. The range of the resultant compound access structure in the generalization of its constituent access structures.

The goal of generalization is to decrease the number of access structures with small ranges. Consequently, this decreases the secondary storage requirements for pointer type access structures directly and for all access struc-
ture types indirectly. This indirect savings is due to decreasing the chances of conflicts by decreasing the number of access structures. A conflict arises when two placement access structures sharing tuples in their ranges want to have two different orderings of the tuples. Since conflicts are sometimes resolved by duplicating the tuples that are shared by the conflicting access structures (Katz [13]), extra storage required for conflict resolution is saved.

The number of access structures is further decreased by eliminating the compound access structures on the basis of the number of tuples in their ranges. The ones with a number of tuples under a certain threshold number are eliminated. This threshold number is determined by the efficiency considerations of the generalizing access structure type. For example it is not worth having a tree access structure to search for five data objects.

Aggregation:

In the homogeneous case, we have $h^2$ different access structures. Each one of the $h$ access structures acts as an aggregating access structure for a homogeneous set of each of $h$ access structure types. The aggregating access structures are of selection type and the constituent access structures may be of any type (but they are all of selection type if they are used for selection). If the
constituent access structures are heterogeneous, there are aggregating access structures. Each access structure type acts as an aggregating structure for the constituent access structures that are used for selections on the same attribute.

The ranges of the constituent access structures have to suit the requirements of the aggregating access structure. For cluster, circular chain and chain, there are no requirements on the ranges of the constituent simple access structures. For key (a key being an attribute value used for the search) dependent access structures (i.e. sorted, hashing, array, tree), we have to consider the linkage and selection constituent access structures separately. For linkage type access structures the value of the owner tuple is used as the key. For selection type access structures, we choose the starting values of the ranges of the constituent access structures as keys. However for selection type constituent access structures, a multiattribute access structure is a better aggregating access structure because having the starting and ending values of the ranges of the constituent access structures as the keys helps in further differentiating among the constituent access structures.

The main goal of aggregation is decreasing the search time for the constituent access structures. Because of
this, aggregation is cost effective only when the number of constituent access structures is large.

B. Linkage

Here the use of generalization is restricted. Generalization does not generate efficient access structures for linkage, unless the generalizing access structure is on the same range as its constituent simple access structures. The reason is that we need to keep the constituent access structures in the resultant access structure. If not, the cost of processing is increased considerably. In linkage we have $h \times (k - h)$ possible homogeneous aggregations and $k - h$ generalizations.

The number of possible aggregations and generalizations are limited by the following semantic factors:

i) the number of constituent access structures;

ii) the requirements imposed on the constituent access structures by the aggregating access structures such as sortability;

iii) the ranges of the constituent access structures;

iv) the function of the constituent access structures which can be explained in terms of relational algebra operations;
v) the goals of the compound access structure;

vi) the complexity of the optimization algorithm to process these access structures.

**Access Structure Model**

In our access structure model, we have the following entities:

i) data items,

ii) simple access structures,

iii) compound access structures.

There is a relationship between any two of these entities. Simple access structures are formed from the data items using the previously explained simple access structure types. Compound access structures are built from simple access structures using aggregation. The range of a compound access structure consists of the data items that are in the union of the ranges of the constituent access structures.

It appears that all known access structures can be built using only aggregation.

**Conjecture 2.1:**

Any complex access structure that has appeared in the
literature can be built by the aggregation of simple access structures.

In each case above the aggregating access structure is a basic access structure or an aggregating structure (STRUC).

STRUC is used for describing the associations among access structures that are not described by the basic access structure types that appear on table 1. The relationship among the constituents in such cases has to be determined from the relationships on the ranges.

More precisely, in functional notation, any access structure \( x \) can be expressed as follows:

\[ x = f(A), \text{ where } f \text{ is a basic access structure type or a STRUC and} \]

\[ A = \begin{cases} 
\{ d_i \mid d_i \text{ is a data item, } i \in (1,n) \} & \text{or } \\
\{ s_i \mid s_i \text{ is defined as } f(A), i \in (1,n) \} 
\end{cases} \]

where \( n \) being a positive integer.

We read \( x = f(A) \) as \( x \) is an \( f \) access structure formed from data items, \( d_i \), or as an \( f \) aggregation of constituent access structures, \( s_i \), depending on \( A \).
The range of an access structure $x$ is expressed by $R(x)$. The relationship among the ranges of access structures is expressed using the set operations:

i) union of $R(x_1)$ and $R(x_2)$ ($U(R(x_1), R(x_2))$);

ii) intersection of $R(x_1)$ and $R(x_2)$ ($I(R(x_1), R(x_2))$);

iii) difference of $R(x_1)$ and $R(x_2)$ ($D(R(x_1), R(x_2))$);

and the inference

iv) $R(x_1)$ subset of $R(x_2)$ ($S(R(x_1), R(x_2))$).

In functional notation any set of tuples $y$ in the range of an access structure is expressed by

\[
y = \begin{cases} 
\{ d_i | d_i \text{ is a data item, } i \in (1, n) \}, & \text{if } n \text{ is a positive integer;} \\
\text{or} \\
op(y_1, y_2), & \text{where } \text{op is one of the operators defined above and } y_1, y_2 \text{ are of the same form as } y.
\end{cases}
\]

**Example 2.1**

The access structure $X_t$ in figure 4, can be expressed
by means of aggregations using functional notation as follows.

Fig. 4. A complex access structure.

\[ x_6 = \text{SORTED} (d_1, d_2, d_3, d_4, d_5), \]
\[ x_7 = \text{CLUSTER} (d_6, d_7, d_8), \]
\[ x_8 = \text{CLUSTER} (d_9, d_{10}, d_{11}), \]
\[ x_9 = \text{CLUSTER} (d_{12}, d_{13}, d_{14}). \]
\( x_{10} = \text{CLUSTER} ( d_{15}, d_{16}, d_{17}, d_{18} ), \)
\( x_{11} = \text{CLUSTER} ( d_{19}, d_{20}, d_{21} ), \)
\( x_{2} = \text{ARRAY} ( d_{1}, d_{2}, d_{3}, d_{4}, d_{5} ), \)
\( x_{3} = \text{ARRAY} ( d_{9}, d_{10}, d_{11} ), \)
\( x_{4} = \text{ARRAY} ( d_{15}, d_{16}, d_{17}, d_{18} ), \)
\( x_{1} = \text{TREE} ( x_{2}, x_{3}, x_{4} ), \)
\( x_{5} = \text{CHAIN} ( x_{2}, x_{3}, x_{4} ), \)
\( x_{14} = \text{CHAIN} ( x_{6}, x_{7}, x_{8}, x_{9}, x_{10}, x_{11} ), \)
\( x_{12} = \text{HASH} ( x_{7}, x_{9}, x_{10} ), \)
\( x_{13} = \text{TREE} ( x_{6}, x_{7}, x_{8}, x_{9}, x_{10}, x_{11} ), \)
\( X_t = \text{STRUC} ( x_{1}, x_{13}, x_{12}, x_{5}, x_{14} ). \)

The ranges of the access structures that are specified in the following are depicted in figure 5.

\[
\begin{align*}
R(x_6) &= \{ d_1, d_2, d_3, d_4, d_5 \} \\
R(x_7) &= \{ d_6, d_7, d_8 \}, \\
R(x_8) &= \{ d_9, d_{10}, d_{11} \}, \\
R(x_9) &= \{ d_{12}, d_{13}, d_{14} \}, \\
R(x_{10}) &= \{ d_{15}, d_{16}, d_{17}, d_{18} \}, \\
R(x_{11}) &= \{ d_{19}, d_{20}, d_{21} \}, \\
R(x_2) &= R(x_6), \\
R(x_4) &= R(x_{10}), \\
R(x_3) &= R(x_8), \\
R(x_1) &= U(R(x_2), R(x_3), R(x_4)), \\
R(x_5) &= R(x_1),
\end{align*}
\]
\[ R(x14) = U(R(x6), R(x7), R(x8), R(x9), R(x10), R(x11)), \]
\[ R(x13) = R(x14), \]
\[ R(x12) = U(R(x7), R(x9), R(x10)), \]
\[ R(xt) = R(x13). \]

The range specifications and the access structure specifications together completely specify the complex access structure in figure 4. We can also make the following inferences to show the use of the set operations.

1. \( R(x10) = I(R(x1), R(x12)) \)
2. \( S(R(x12), R(x13)) \)
3. \( U(R(x11), R(x7), R(x9)) = D(R(x14), R(x1)) \)

Fig. 5. The ranges of the access structures depicted in figure 4.
**Metamorphosis**

Metamorphosis is a conceptual framework that enables us to use the concepts and the abstractions explained in this section to systematically transform a set of views into a corresponding set of access structures.

**Definition 2.8** Metamorphosis is a sequence of transformations applied to a set of initial objects and that changes them into a set of target objects. The inverse transformations are not necessarily possible.

Metamorphosis has the following properties associated with it:

1. **domain**: the set of initial objects;

2. **range**: the set of target objects;

3. **intermediate objects**: objects that are formed during the metamorphosis but are not target objects;

4. **transformations**: rules for changing the initial objects to intermediate or target objects and the
intermediate objects to other intermediate or target objects.

Metamorphosis can be applied to a set of object types or a set of instances of object types. In the next chapter, we give a detailed example to the application of metamorphosis in relational database systems.
III. METAMORPHOSIS OF VIEWS INTO ACCESS STRUCTURES
IN RELATIONAL DATABASE SYSTEMS

Introduction

Now that we have explained the general principles and the fundamental concepts of access structure design in general, we are going to consider access structure design only for relational databases starting with this chapter. We use metamorphosis in obtaining access structures for relational database systems. Metamorphosis and other concepts presented in the previous chapter may be used in various ways to obtain access structures for relational databases. In this example of metamorphosis, we assume that the physical database schema remains fixed. The material we present in this chapter is one way of using metamorphosis. In our choice of various options such as access structure types and their ranges, we are influenced by the degree of intractability of optimizations and the size of their search spaces.

The main goal of metamorphosis is to generate a good set of candidate access structures from a set of input views, using the local knowledge about the views. A subset of these access structures is chosen later by the optimizer considering the global knowledge. Local
knowledge alone is not sufficient to generate the globally optimal set of access structures. Thus in metamorphosis we generate a set of alternative access structures corresponding to a view or a set of views. Each of these access structures is the most efficient representation of the set of views under certain conditions.

The sections of this chapter are based on the properties of the metamorphosis. We also include a section on the costs of access structures since it is a prerequisite for the section on the second set of transformations. The metamorphosis procedure takes a set of input views, specified in the section on the domain, and transforms them into access structures, whose types are specified in the section on the range of metamorphosis. The rules used in the transformations are explained in the transformations sections.

**Domain**

The domain of metamorphosis contains a set of views that reflect the anticipated future use patterns of a relational database. In choosing the types and the values of the properties of the views in the domain, the designer has a latitude to influence the outcome of the metamorphosis, i.e. the access structures.
The views in the domain are of the relational algebra operation types explained in the following (for an explanation of the semantics of these operations, see for example Ullman [25]). In the following R and S stand for relations.

1. Selection (F, R), where F is a formula of the form A.op.C where A is an attribute name in R; C is a constant and op is an arithmetic comparison operator: <, >, =, <>, <= or >=.

2. Projection (R) (Note that the attribute name involved in the definition of projection is not needed because in our design it is assumed that the tuples are not partitioned as is the case in System R [2].).


5. Set difference (R, S).


7. Join (H, R, S), where H is a formula of the form A.op.B where A and B are attribute names from relations R and S respectively and op is the same as that in selection.

Additionally each view has the properties explained in chapter 2.

Range

In the range of our metamorphosis, we have simple and compound access structures. In our choice of simple access structures, we are influenced by the choice of access structures in Relational System R [2]. The compound access structure types we have are obtained from the simple access structures using the previously introduced aggregation and generalization concepts.

In our design we use the following access structure types:

1. cluster,
2. sorted,
3. well-placed,
4. pointer-array,
5. tree,
6. chain,
7. circular-chain.

We did not include a hashing access structure in our design because it does not coexist well with other access
structures due to the special placement of the tuples in its range. Also, having it alone on a relation is not cost effective because the cost of processing most views except for selection is very high using a hashing access structure.

We need the following definitions in our discussion of the ranges of access structures.

**Definition 3.1** The range of a relation is the set of physical tuples that exists in the relation's extension.

**Definition 3.2** The range of an attribute is the same as the range of the relation on which the attribute is defined.

In our design, the ranges of all the simple access structures but those of the pointer array and circular chain types are equal to the ranges of the relations with which they are associated. This is due to the specific transformations we have in the metamorphosis. The range of a pointer array (or a circular chain) may be smaller than the range(s) of the attribute(s) with which it is associated.

In associating compound access structures with the logical database model, we use the term attribute access structure set. In an attribute access structure set, we
have more than one alternative pointer compound access structure. Only one of these compound access structures may be chosen in the optimization. The attribute access structure set as a whole represents all the simple access structures and hence the selection type of views that are associated with an attribute.

The compound access structures and the attribute access structure sets that we utilize are listed in the following:

1. cluster or tree aggregation of arrays,
2. cluster or tree aggregation of arrays and a tree generalization,
3. cluster or tree aggregation of arrays and a chain generalization,
4. pointer array generalization,
5. tree generalization,
6. chain generalization,
7. cluster generalization,
8. sorted generalization,
9. pointer array and tree generalizations,
10. pointer array and chain generalizations,
11. pointer array, tree and chain generalizations,
12. tree and chain generalizations,
13. well-placed generalization.

The properties of access structures include all the information needed of them and their constituent views by the optimizer. The main properties of an access structure are the list of the views that are represented by the access structure, total cost of processing these views and the size of the access structure's range.

In our design, we apply aggregation with pointer array and circular chain access structures whose ranges are smaller than those of the attributes with which they are associated. The ranges of other access structures are equal to that of the attribute. Also in choosing the range of generalizing access structures, we used the most common characteristics of the constituent access structures as far as data accessing is concerned.

First Set of Transformations

In these transformations, we transform each view into a set of simple access structures. Each access structure alternative is a good access structure to process the view under some global conditions (such as optimization constraints and the presence of other access structures). Since it is not possible to guess correctly the exact
condition that may occur in the optimal case, we include several alternative simple access structures to represent a view. In choosing the access structures commonly known algorithms to process the views are considered. The set of alternatives for each view is not exhaustive. In limiting the number and sort of alternative access structures corresponding to a view in the transformations, the optimization algorithm has been the major factor. A view is transformed into one or more simple access structures according to its type as shown in the following.

1. Intersection (R, S), union (R, S) and difference (R, S):
   i) A pointer array. The range of the pointer array contains tuples from R and S that have the same values for all the attributes. This access structure gives us the addresses of the physical tuples in the range of the view immediately.

2. Projection (R):
   i) Cluster on relation R. In obtaining the projection of R all the tuples in the relation R are accessed. Having all the tuples of R together by means of a cluster access structure minimizes the number of blocks that need to be accessed.

3. Cartesian product (R, S):
   i) A cluster on R and another one on S. In
obtaining the cartesian product, all the tuples of both R and S are accessed. Having a cluster on R and another one on S minimizes the number of block accesses here also.

4. Quotient (R, S):
   i) A sorted access structure on R and another one on S on the first common attributes. Sorting R and S on their first common attribute expedites the comparison of the values of the tuples in both relations.

5. Selection (F, R):
   i) A pointer array with a range containing only the tuples in the range of the view. This access structure gives the addresses of the tuples in the range of the view immediately.
   ii) A pointer array with a range containing all the tuples in the relation. Each element of this pointer array contains a value of a tuple on the attribute related to the view and a pointer to the location of the tuple. This access structure eliminates the necessity of having to go through all the tuples in the relation.
   iii) A tree on R. A tree access structure gives relatively fast access to the tuples in the range of a selection view and is especially
usefull when the size of the view's range is small.

iv) A chain on R. This access structure is useful when the tuples of the relation are separated in physical storage due to a well-placed access structure. This expedites the process of going through the whole relation associated with the selection view.


i) A circular chain containing only the tuples in the range of the view. By traversing the circular chain all the tuples in R that are joined to a tuple in S are obtained.

ii) A pointer array containing only the tuples in the range of the view. This access structure gives the addresses of the tuples that are joined.

iii) A well-placed on R and S (This is only for equi-join.). In this access structure each tuple in R is placed next to the tuples in S that it is joined. By going through the access structure once gives us the tuples in the range of an equi-join view.

Each simple access structure has the following properties associated with it:
i) the properties of the view it represents,

ii) the cost of processing the view it represents,

iii) the size of the access structure's range.

Costs

The total cost associated with an access structure in our model consists of the following costs

i) insertion cost, cinsert,

ii) deletion cost, cdelete,

iii) look-up cost, cloak,

iv) consistency cost, cconsists,

v) storage cost, cstor,

vi) building cost, cbuild,

vii) constituent access structure search cost, cconstituent.

For specific access structure types some of the costs specified above may have zero values. When designing the detailed cost functions, adjustments should be made to each cost function so that all of the costs are in the same units.

Insertion, deletion and look-up costs are the total costs of processing the constituent views. Thus they are
determined by the views and the characteristics of the access structures. Consistency cost of an access structure is determined by the views that are not constituent views of the access structure and whose ranges coincide with that of the access structure. Consistency cost is needed because insertion and deletions of a view cause changes in the structure of the access structures that share the same range as the view. The building and storage costs are determined solely by the access structure. The constituent access structure cost is associated with using the aggregating access structure part of an aggregating compound access structure.

We can examine the total cost of an access structure $x$ as a sum of the constituent view and access structure dependent costs, $c_{\text{view-dep}}$, and the access structure dependent costs only, $c_{\text{struct-dep}}$, as shown in the following:

$$c_{\text{total}}(x) = c_{\text{view-dep}}(x) + c_{\text{struct-dep}}(x) .$$

Cost $c_{\text{view-dep}}$ contains the costs $c_{\text{insert}}$, $c_{\text{delete}}$, and $c_{\text{clock}}$. Cost $c_{\text{struct-dep}}$ contains $c_{\text{consist}}$, $c_{\text{stor}}$, $c_{\text{build}}$, and $c_{\text{constituent}}$. However the individual costs contained in $c_{\text{view-dep}}$ and $c_{\text{struct-dep}}$ may be zero depending on the access structure type.

The computation of $c_{\text{view-dep}}$ and $c_{\text{struct-dep}}$ differ for simple access structures, generalization compound
access structures and aggregation compound access structures. For a simple access structure $s$ that represents a view $h$ the components of the total cost $ctotal(s)$ are shown in the following.

$$c_{\text{view-dep}}(s) = c_{\text{insert}}(s, h) \times p_i(h) + c_{\text{delete}}(s, h) \times p_d(h) + c_{\text{look}}(s, h) \times p_l(h),$$

where $p_i(h), p_d(h)$ and $p_l(h)$ are the frequencies of insertions, deletions and look-ups associated with a view $h$, respectively. They are going to be used in computing the costs of other access structure types, too.

$$c_{\text{struct-dep}}(s) = c_{\text{build}}(s) + c_{\text{stor}}(s) + c_{\text{consist}}(s),$$

where

$$c_{\text{consist}}(s) = \sum_{k=1}^{m} (c_{\text{delete}}(s, k) \times p_d(k) + c_{\text{insert}}(s, k) \times p_i(k)), \quad k \neq s$$

$m$ being the number of views that share the same range as access structure $s$.

For a generalization access structure $g$ with $n$ constituent access structures, the components of the total
cost ctotal(g) are computed as shown in the following.

cview-dep(g) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( cinsert(g, v(i)) \cdot p_i(v(i)) + cdelete(g, v(i)) \cdot p_d(v(i)) + clook(g, v(i)) \cdot p_l(v(i)) \right),

where \( v(i) \) gives us the view associated with simple access structure \( i \).

cstruct-dep(g) = cbuild(g) + cstor(g) + cconsist(g),

where

cconsist(g) = \sum_{k=1}^{m} \left( cdelete(g, v(k)) \cdot p_d(v(k)) + cinsert(g, v(k)) \cdot p_i(v(k)) \right),

where \( v(k), k \in [i, n] \), are the views that are not constituents of \( g \), but whose ranges intersect the range of \( g \).

For an aggregation access structure \( a \) with \( n \) constituent access structures, the components of the total cost ctotal(a) are computed as shown in the following.

\[ cview-dep(a) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( cinsert(i, v(i)) \cdot p_i(v(i)) + cdelete(i, v(i)) \cdot p_d(v(i)) + clook(i, v(i)) \cdot p_l(v(i)) \right). \]
Let $agg(a)$ give the aggregating access structure of an aggregation compound access structure $a$.

$$cstruct-dep(a) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (cbuild(i) + cstor(i)) + cbuild(agg(a)) + cstor(agg(a)) + cconstituent(a) + cconsist(a),$$

where

$$cconsist(a) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \sum_{k=1, k \neq i}^{m(i)} (cinsert(i, k) * pi(k) + cdelete(i, k) * pd(k)) \right),$$

$m(i)$ giving the number of views that share the same range as access structure $i$,

and

$$cconstituent(a) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (clook(agg(a), vw) * pl(v(i))).$$

Here $vw$ indicates that look-up search is for one element, only.

**Second Set of Transformations**

The intermediate objects of the metamorphosis, i.e. the simple access structures, are transformed into compound access structures using the second set of transformations.
mations. According to view types, the simple access structures are transformed into compound access structures as follows.

A. Intersection(R, S), difference(R, S) and union (R, S): All the pointer arrays resulting from different views that are on the same R and S pair are homogeneously generalized into a pointer array that covers the same range as its constituent access structures but has a different cost property.

B. Projection(R) and cartesian product(R, S): All the cluster access structures on R and S resulting from projection(R) and cartesian product(R, S) are homogeneously generalized into a cluster access structure on R and S.

C. Quotient(R, S): All sorted access structures on the same relation are homogeneously generalized under a sorted access structure on the same relation.

D. Join(H, R, S): All the well-placed access structures on the same pair of relations resulting from equi-join are homogeneously generalized into a well-placed access structure on the same range as that of its constituents.

E. Selection(F, R): Selection being the most commonly used view, we have various choices for the compound access
structures that represent selections. Each compound access structure brings together simple access structures that represent views on the same attribute. This is because, in accessing, the attribute name is a frequently used common property of the selection views that brings about good grouping. Choosing another property of the views in bringing together access structures may bring about less efficient compound access structures and may be contrary to the goals of the compound access structure. For each attribute we have the following possible attribute access structure sets and compound access structures. Each of these compound access structures or attribute access structure sets represents the same set of views.

1. Generalization: In the following, heterogeneity and homogeneity make sense when we consider the fact that each view has a best representative simple access structure that takes part in the globally most optimal set of access structures (with respect to the alternatives provided). Although this simple access structure is one of the alternatives for a view, we do not know it exactly before the optimization.

a) Heterogeneous generalization:

i) Pointer array: All simple access structures that represent the views associated with an attribute are generalized into a pointer array whose range
is equal to that of the attribute.

ii) Tree: All simple access structures that represent the views associated with an attribute are generalized into a tree whose range is equal to that of the attribute.

iii) Chain: All simple access structures that represent the views associated with an attribute are generalized into a chain whose range is equal to that of the attribute.

b) Homogeneous generalization

i) Array and tree attribute access structure set: Array simple access structures are generalized into an array compound access structure and tree access structures are generalized into a tree access structure. Each compound access structure has a range equal to that of the attribute with which it is associated. Depending on its insertion, deletion and look-up costs, each view is represented by either a tree or an array simple access structure whose range is equal to that of the view.

ii) Array and chain attribute access structure set: Array simple access structures are generalized into an array compound access structure and chain access structures are generalized into a
chain access structure. Each compound access structure has a range equal to that of the the attribute with which it is associated. Depending on its insertion, deletion and look-up costs, each view is represented by either a chain or an array simple access structure whose range is equal to that of the view.

2. Aggregation: In aggregation we generate the following attribute access structure sets:

i) cluster or tree aggregation of pointer arrays,

ii) cluster or tree aggregation of pointer arrays and a tree generalization of the rest of the access structures,

iii) cluster or tree aggregation of pointer arrays and a chain generalization of the rest of the access structures.

In generating these compound access structures, we first generate the cluster aggregation and if the number of the arrays aggregated is large, then we try tree aggregation to see if it reduces the total cost. In choosing the simple access structures to represent the views in ii) and iii), we consider the density defined in the following (Definition 3.3). But first we explain the representative and default access structures of a view.
The representative access structure is the access structure chosen during metamorphosis and the default access structure is the access structure used to process a view in case its representative is not chosen in the optimization. The representative and default access structures are shown according to the constituent view types in table 2.

Definition 3.3 Profit, pf, of an access structure is the cost, c, of processing the set of views represented by the access structure subtracted from cost of processing the same set of views by the default access structure, d, i.e.

\[ pf = d - c. \]

Definition 3.4 Density of an access structure is defined as

\[ \text{density} = \frac{\text{profit}}{\text{storage space requirement}}. \]

Since the default access structure is not known for the optimal case previously, it is an arbitrary value in the density function.

Before choosing the constituent array structures, we compute the following:

1. ca = cost of the access structure cluster aggregation of arrays,
2. \( sa \) = storage requirement of the access structure cluster aggregation of arrays,

3. \( ct \) = cost of processing all the views using a tree generalization,

4. \( st \) = storage requirement for all the views using a tree generalization.

Densities of cluster of array aggregation access structure, \( a \), and the tree generalization access structure, \( t \), are shown in the following. Let \( x \) stand for the default cost of processing the views. The density of access structure \( a \) is given by

\[
da(x) = \frac{(x - ca)}{sa}.
\]

The density of access structure \( t \) is given by

\[
dt(x) = \frac{(x - ct)}{st}.
\]

In the most likely case \( ca < ct \), \( sa > st \) and \(-\frac{ca}{sa} > -\frac{ct}{st}\). The graphs of \( da(x) \) and \( dt(x) \) in such a case are shown in figure 6.
In forming the aggregation access structures, we would like to have them with density functions with high values for most $x$ values. This may be achieved if we keep $cat$ close to $ca$ and $-cat/sat$ close to $-ct/st$. In general this means keeping cost and storage requirements as low as possible.

To achieve this goal at least partially, we transform the constituent pointer array access structures with $(cat/sat) \geq (ca+ct)/(st+sa)$ into a cluster or tree aggregation of pointer arrays. The rest of the simple access
structures are generalized into a tree or a chain access structure. The more of these constituent access structures we have with higher densities, the higher the slope of the resultant attribute access structure density will be. An attribute access structure set with a density function similar to dat(x) may be obtained only in cases where there are constituent simple access access structures with high densities.
IV. GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION OF THE ACCESS STRUCTURES

Metamorphosis gives us an efficient set of access structures that corresponds to a set of input views. However we can not and do not want to use all of these access structures together. We do not want to use them all because of redundancy in view representation, i.e. several access structures represent completely the same set of views. Furthermore, even if there were no redundancies, we could not use all of them because of space conflict of placement access structures and the storage space limitation imposed by the database system on the pointer type of access structures. Space conflict arises due to our assumption that a tuple of a relation may not be duplicated. Thus the ranges of two or more placement access structures may not coincide.

We specify the optimization problem that we tackle in the rest of this dissertation as follows.

Optimization Problem: Given a set of views and access structures that represent the views, choose a subset of the access structures that

i) minimizes the total cost of processing the views,
ii) does not cause any space conflicts and
iii) does not violate the space limitation.

In the solution set each view is represented by one access structure as i) above implies. However a view may be represented either by the representative access structure chosen by the metamorphosis or another access structure called the default access structure which is also generated by the metamorphosis but to represent another set of views. The possibility of default representation of a view makes the results more efficient at the expense of making the problem more difficult.

A subset of this optimization problem, namely considering only pointer type of access structures, is an NP-complete problem (see Ip[12]). This implies that our optimization problem is at least as hard as NP-complete problems. Since obtaining an exact solution to this problem is not practical, we give an approximate solution to it.

An approach to solving this problem exhaustively is by considering each possible structure from the root to a leaf of the tree representation of the search space shown in figure 7.
In figure 7, we have n views and for each view we have nj alternative access structures to process the view. If the average number of alternatives for a view is k we have $k^{*n}$ choices to consider in the exhaustive search approach to obtain the exact solution.

In our approximate solution, we make use of separate placement and pointer access structure optimizations and combine them in a special way. Placement and pointer access structure optimizations are explained in the coming chapters. Also in our approach we have a different search space due to the fact that the input views are embedded in the access structures.
We divide the global optimization of access structures into placement and pointer access structure optimizations. When considered separately, each of these is used in obtaining optimal pointer or placement access structures. However in the global optimization of access structures the results obtained from pointer and placement access structure optimizations do not necessarily give the globally optimal set of access structures because of the interdependencies of the placement and pointer access structures as explained in chapter seven. Thus we give an algorithm to compensate for the dependencies.

We divide the problem into smaller parts because the presently available general approximate optimization techniques (i.e. polynomial time approximation techniques optimizing within a given bound) are not capable of effectively solving the overall optimization due to the complex nature of the problem. In our approach we categorize the access structures as placement and pointer access structures and then optimize them separately. The basis for this categorization is the minimality of the interdependence between the categories. That is the interdependence between placement and pointer access structures is relatively small. However the access structures in one category (placement or pointer) are tightly dependent on other structures of the same category, both
costwise and constraintwise. This division, in addition to helping us tackle the global optimization problem, provides alternative solutions to pointer and placement access structure optimization problems.
V. PLACEMENT ACCESS STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION

Presentation of the Problem

In this chapter we examine the optimization of placement access structures separately. The optimization of placement access structures may be considered as a part of the total access structure optimization or on its own as the problem of structuring the tuples of a relational database with respect to linkage and selection operations. As a part of the global access structure optimization, it is used in achieving an approximate set of placement access structures as explained in chapter VII. On its own the problem is obtaining placement access structures of a relational database. In either case the difference between two different uses of the algorithm affects the costs and the view lists associated with the access structures.

The placement access structure optimization is defined as: given a set of placement access structures with weights representing the cost of processing the views the access structures represent, find a nonconflicting subset of these access structures that minimize the cost of processing the views. In a solution to this problem, there is only one access structure related to each rela-
tion. Thus when this problem is considered as a part of
the general access structure optimization problem, the
weight of each access structure represents the cost of
processing all the views related to a relation.

The placement access structures of a relational data-
base may be represented or modelled by a graph. The nodes
of the graph represent the relations in the database; the
self edges represent either cluster or sorted access
structures associated with a relation; an edge between two
nodes represents a well-placed access structure and a
weight on an edge represents the cost of processing the
views associated with an access structure. A graph
representation of a set of placement access structures is
given in the following example.

Example 5.1

A relational database with 5 relations and the fol-
lowing access structures may be represented pictorially by
a graph shown in figure 8, where the uncircled numbers represent the weights and the circled ones the id's.

**sorted access structures:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>relation name</th>
<th>weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**cluster access structures:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>relation name</th>
<th>weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
well-placed access structures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>relation names</th>
<th>weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the optimization we consider only one self-edge with a node and one edge between any two nodes because we can locally eliminate the costlier of the two edges between the same nodes without effecting the global optimization's outcome. This elimination helps reduce the search space of the problem.
We assume that the graph representing the placement access structures of a database is connected. If it is the case that the resulting graph is not connected, then each connected subgraph is independent of others as far as the optimization of placement access structures is concerned.

The statement of the placement access structure optimization problem in graph theoretical terms is as follows.
Placement access structure optimization problem:

Given a connected graph G=(V, E) with n nodes \( v_i \), \( i \in (1,n) \) and m edges \( e_j \), \( j \in (1,m) \) such that each edge, \( e_j \), has a cost, \( c(e_j) \) associated with it and that there is a self-edge associated with each node,

\[
\text{minimize} \sum_{k=1}^{m} c(e_k) \ast a(k),
\]

where \( a(k)=0 \) or 1, satisfying the condition that for each node \( v_i \), \( i \in (1,n) \), there is one and only one edge \( e_j \) with \( a(e_j)=1 \) such that \( v_i \in FS(e_j) \), where \( FS(e_j)={v_z, v_y} \) for \( j \in (1,m) \) and \( z, y \in (1,n) \). FS gives the nodes associated with each edge.

This condition ensures that the tuples of each relation take part in the range of exactly one placement access structure and also that there is no space conflict among the edges. The space conflict for sorted, cluster and placement access structures associated with a database is defined in the following.

Definition 5.1 Two edges \( e_p \) and \( e_r \) with \( a(e_p)=a(e_r)=1 \) are in conflict if and only if \( FS(e_p) \cap FS(e_r) \) is non-empty.
A Solution to Placement Access Structure Optimization

We formulate the problem as a 0-1 pure integer programming problem. The formulation of the problem for a graph with $n$ nodes and $m$ edges is given in the following.

$$\text{minimize } \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i a_i,$$

where $a_i = 0$ or $1$ and $c_i$ is the cost of the access structure $i$ and $c_i \geq 0$, subject to the constraints: for each $k \in (1, n)$

$$\sum_{j \in m_k} a_j = 1,$$

where $m_k$ is the set containing the edges that are incident to node $k$.

The constraints ensure that there is one and only one edge associated with each relation.

Example 5.2

For the placement access structures marked with circled numbers in example 5.1 (which is redrawn in figure 9), we formulate the following 0-1 integer problem.
Fig. 9. Placement access structure model of the relational database in example 5.1.

minimize $Z$

$Z = 5a_1 + 10a_2 + 20a_3 + 5a_4 + 10a_5 +$
$15a_6 + 8a_7 + 10a_8 + 15a_9 + 25a_{10} +$
$18a_{11} + 10a_{12} + 20a_{13}$

subject to

$a_1 + a_6 + a_7 + a_8 + a_9 = 1$

$a_2 + a_4 + a_9 + a_{10} = 1$

$a_3 + a_9 + a_{10} = 1$
The minimum cost placement access structure set consists of $a_2$, $a_3$ and $a_{12}$.

The 0-1 integer programming algorithm is a variety of branch and bound algorithm based on the branching and eliminating conditions of Balas[3].

**Discussion**

The placement access structure optimization is a difficult problem so as not to yield itself to polynomial solution methods that are in the literature such as rounding and interval partitioning and that give approximate solutions within a bound. This difficulty comes from the rigidity of the constraints of the placement access structure optimization problem. In other words it is difficult to get feasible solutions for the placement access structure optimization problem. In contrast in knapsack optimization problem (see Horowitz [9]) for example, any assignment of variables with total space requirement less than the total space capacity is feasible. In the placement access structure optimization, the assignments
obtained by incrementally considering the variables or the placement access structures do not yield very many feasible solutions. Thus it is not possible to apply a dominance relationship effectively and get rid of intermediate states if the problem is abstracted as a state space search.

Considering the relatively small search space of the problem, we think that zero-one integer programming formulation of the problem is appropriate. The Balas algorithm used in solving the integer programming problem has an exponential worst case time order but computational experience indicates that it has a fairly efficient average case behavior (see Hu [10]).
VI. POINTER ACCESS STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION

Problem Statement

In this chapter, we consider the problem of selecting an optimal subset of the pointer access structures generated by the metamorphosis algorithm. According to our previously explained optimality criteria, we would like the chosen subset of pointer access structures to process all the views that are represented by the pointer access structures as optimally as possible. In this optimization, the secondary storage space is a constraint.

In metamorphosis each view is represented by one access structure, with the exception of selection type views. As for selection type views, metamorphosis generates several access structure sets for each set of selection views associated with an attribute. Obviously a necessary requirement for the optimization of pointer access structures is that each view is represented by at most one pointer access structure. To satisfy this requirement, we locally eliminate all but one of the attribute access structures associated with an attribute, using the dominance and density rules that are explained in the following.
Dominance Condition 1:

Let pointer access structures $x$ and $y$ represent the same set of views. Let $p_x$ and $p_y$ be the profits and $s_x$ and $s_y$ be the storage space requirements of $x$ and $y$, respectively. If $p_x > p_y$ and $s_x \leq s_y$, then access structure $x$ dominates $y$.

Dominance Condition 2:

Let $c_x$ and $c_y$ be the costs of processing the same set of views represented by access structures $x$ and $y$, respectively. Let $s_x, s_y, x$ and $y$ be defined as in the dominance condition 1. If $c_x < c_y$ and $s_x \leq s_y$, then access structure $x$ dominates $y$. This condition follows from the definition of profit and dominance condition 1.

Dominance Rule:

If an attribute access structure set $x$ dominates attribute access structure set $y$, we can eliminate $y$ without effecting the outcome of the global access structure optimization.

We use the dominance rule in eliminating some of the attribute access structure sets associated with an attribute. However the dominance rule does not guarantee eliminating all but one attribute access structure set of an attribute. To eliminate all but one of the rest of the
attribute access structure sets, we make an approximation and use the density rule (explained in the following), after applying the dominance rule on the attribute access structure sets of an attribute.

**Density Rule:**

If an attribute access structure set $x$ has a higher density than the density of an attribute access structure set $y$, then eliminate $y$.

Pointer access structures with high densities are desirable because they occupy relatively less space for the amount of profit they provide.

In the resulting pointer access structure, $S$, of the metamorphosis after applying the dominance and density rules, each view is represented by only one access structure, assuming that ties among placement access structures with the same profit and space values are broken in favor of the access structure with the highest profit, if there are any ties. Thus choosing from $S$, the set of access structures that maximize the total profit also minimizes the total cost of processing the input set of views. We specify the optimization of pointer access structures as follows.
**Pointer Access Structure Optimization Problem**

Given \( n \) pointer access structures such that each view is represented by only one access structure,

\[
\text{maximize } \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i a_i
\]

subject to the constraint

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i a_i \leq M
\]

where \( p_i \) is the profit and \( s_i \) is the storage requirement of an access structure \( i \); \( M \) is the storage capacity of the system and \( a_i \) is equal to zero or one. It is assumed that

\[
M < \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i.
\]

This problem is known as the 0-1 knapsack problem.

The zero-one knapsack problem is an NP-complete problem (see Garey and Johnson [6]). Thus in the following section, we are going to use a polynomial time approximation algorithm to solve the pointer access structure optimization problem.

We would like to point out that secondary index selection in general may be stated as a 0-1 knapsack problem. Hence the algorithm we use in the next section may be used for secondary index selection problems in general.
A Solution to The Pointer Access Structure Optimization Problem

We use the rounding technique in our approximation algorithm. The rounding method is used in obtaining polynomial time order approximate solutions to a certain class of optimization problems. It is based on transforming a problem instance into another which contains fewer objects. Thus the exhaustive search space is restricted and the resulting optimal solution is within a prespecified bound. The particular approximate algorithm that we use is by Ibarra [11]. The algorithm is also explained by Horowitz and Sahni [9].

The algorithm first finds a good upper bound for the optimal solution. Then using this upper bound the access structures are divided into two sets BIG and SMALL according to their densities. A dynamic programming exhaustive search algorithm is applied to BIG to find the set of feasible solutions. Then using the access structures in SMALL, an approximately optimal set of access structures is obtained. The algorithm is specified in detail in the following.

The pointer access structure optimization algorithm

1. Find an upper bound, UB:
a) Order n access structures such that

\[ \frac{p_i}{s_i} \geq \frac{p_{i+1}}{s_{i+1}}, \quad 1 \leq i < n. \]

b) Find the largest j such that

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{j} w_i \leq M. \]

c) \[ UB = \sum_{i=1}^{j+1} p_i. \]

2. Given a target tolerance \( \varepsilon \), we divide n access structures into 2 classes BIG and SMALL such that we satisfy the inequality (optimal solution - approximate solution) / optimal solution \( < \varepsilon \). BIG includes all objects with \( p_i > \varepsilon * UB / 3 \), SMALL includes the rest of the objects.

3. Round off the profit, \( p_i \), of the r access structures that are in BIG. Replace each \( p_i \) by \( q_i \) such that \( q_i = p_i / la \) where \( la = UB * \varepsilon^2 / 9 \).

4. Apply the dynamic programming algorithm to the access structures in BIG using \( q_i \)'s as the profit and leaving the constraints unchanged. In this algorithm the access structures are considered one by one starting from the first one. Basically this is an exhaustive enumeration algorithm. If we represent the
enumeration as a tree, the nodes are generated in a breadth first manner. At each stage (i.e. each time a new structure is considered) some of the structures are deleted using the dominance rule and the storage space constraint.

5. Let $S^{(r)}$ be the set of tuples obtained as a result of the dynamic programming algorithm. For each tuple $(t_p, t_s)$, where $t_p$ is the total profit and $t_s$ is the total storage requirement of a feasible solution, fill the remaining space $M-t_s$ by considering the access structures in SMALL. The access structures in SMALL are considered in a nondecreasing order of density. After the filling, the tuple with the maximum profit is the answer.

6. The access structures whose profit and storage tuples constitute the chosen $(t_p, t_s)$ in 5 are obtained by going back to states $S^{(r-1)}$, $S^{(r-2)}$, ..., $S^{(0)}$.

The complexity of this algorithm is $O(n(\log n+1/e^2))$. Step one takes $O(n \log n + n)$ time. There are at most $UB/la = 9/e^2$ tuples in any $S^{(i)}$ (level $i$ of the dynamic programming algorithm). There are $r$ of these. Thus step 4 takes $O(r/e^2) < O(n/e^2)$. Step 5 takes $O(n/e^2)$ and step 6 takes $O(n)$ time.
The proof that this algorithm finds an approximation within a specified error bound makes use of the fact that \((1/2) \times \text{UB} \leq P(I) < \text{UB}\), \(P(I)\) being the optimal solution.

Example 6.1 illustrates the algorithm.

**Example 6.1**

Let us consider the following instance of the knapsack problem.

\((P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4, P_5) = (s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4, s_5) = (3, 5, 15, 100, 1000)\).

\(M = 1110\).

\(\epsilon = 1/10\).

**step 1:** Let the upper bound \(\text{UB}\) be equal to 1123.

**step 2:** \(\epsilon \times \text{UB}/3 = (1/10) \times 1123 \times (1/3) = 37\).

\(\text{BIG} = \{(100, 100), (1000, 1000)\}\). These are the objects with \(p > 37\).

\(\text{SMALL} = \{(3, 3), (5, 5), (15, 15)\}\). These are the rest of the objects from the input.

**step 3:** \(1\alpha = \text{UB} \times \epsilon^2/9 = 1123 \times 1/(100 \times 9) = 1.2\).

\(\text{BIG} = \{(83.3, 100), (833, 1000)\}\).

**step 4:** We apply the dynamic programming algorithm to the following instance of the knapsack problem: \(M = 1110\), \(n = 2\) and the profit-space pairs in set \(\text{BIG}\) from step 3.
step 5: Fill each tuple in $S$ with elements from set SMALL observing the storage constraint $M = 1110$.

$(0, 0) \rightarrow (23, 23)$

$(83.3, 100) \rightarrow (106.3, 123)$

$(833, 1000) \rightarrow (856, 1023)$

$(916.3, 1100) \rightarrow (924.3, 1108)$

In the last one, we can not add all the elements in SMALL without violating the storage constraint. The resultant access structure set has a profit of 924.3 and requires a storage space of 1108.

step 6: $(916.3, 1100)$ is obtained in $S^{(2)}$ so $(833, 1000)$ is in it. $916.3 - 833 = 83.3$ and $1100 - 1000 = 100$.

This shows that $(83.3, 100)$ is in the optimal set. The resultant optimal set contains 1, 2, 4 and 5.
VII. OVERALL ACCESS STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION

ALGORITHM

Introduction

In this chapter we present the overall access structure optimization algorithm. This algorithm considers the interdependencies between pointer and placement access structure optimization algorithms. Pointer and placement access structures are dependent on each other due to the costs and profits of access structures. Before we explain the interdependencies, we give the representative and default access structures according to the constituent view types in table 2.
Table 2. The default and representative access structures according to view types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>view</th>
<th>representative</th>
<th>default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>quotient</td>
<td>placement</td>
<td>another placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>projection</td>
<td>placement</td>
<td>another placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cartesian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>product</td>
<td>placement</td>
<td>another placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selection</td>
<td>pointer</td>
<td>a placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>join</td>
<td>pointer</td>
<td>a placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equi-join</td>
<td>a placement</td>
<td>another placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intersection,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and union</td>
<td>pointer</td>
<td>a placement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pointer access structure optimization depends on the outcome of the placement access structure optimization because of the following dependency.

The profit of a pointer access structure depends on the placement access structure that covers the tuples that are in the range of the pointer access structure. This dependency is due to the following reasons.

i) The default cost (of processing the views) that is used in the profit computation depends
on the placement access structure that acts as the default.

ii) The cost of processing the views that constitute a pointer access structure depends on the placement of the tuples that are in the range of the pointer access structure, i.e. the placement access structures that cover the range of the pointer access structure.

The placement access structure optimization is dependent on the outcome of the pointer access structure optimization because of the default processing of the views whose pointer access structures are not chosen in the optimization.

If we knew the optimal placement (pointer) access structure set for a database, then we could compute the optimal set of pointer (placement) access structure set using the pointer (placement) access structure optimization algorithm explained previously. Unfortunately this is not possible because the pointer and placement access structure optimizations are circularly dependent on each other as shown in figure 10.
Fig. 10. Dependencies of placement and pointer access structure optimization algorithms.
To find the optimal access structure set of a database, we need to consider exhaustively each possible placement configuration (a placement configuration being a nonconflicting set of placement access structures that cover the whole database) and for each placement configuration compute the optimal pointer access structure set using the pointer access structure optimization algorithm. The number of possible alternatives makes such an exhaustive algorithm impractical to compute. Instead we make an approximation and try to get close to the optimal solution. In our approximation algorithm, explained in the following, we make use of the previously explained placement and pointer access structure optimization algorithms.

**The Overall Access Structure Optimization Algorithm**

1. Assume that each relation in the database is assigned either a sorted or a cluster placement access structure.
   
a) Compute the profits of the pointer access structures that are in the range of the metamorphosis.

2. Assume that no pointer access structures are eliminated.
a) Compute the optimal set of placement access structures using the placement access structure optimization algorithm with the costs computed according to the assumption.

b) Compute the profits of pointer access structures based on the placement access structures chosen at step 2.a.

3. Let $p_{31}$ and $p_{32}$ be the profits of pointer access structure $j$ computed at step 1.a and 2.b, respectively.

a) Compute the profits $p$ for all access structures using the formula

$$p_3 = \left( p_{31} + p_{32} \right) / 2 .$$

b) Compute the optimal set of pointer access structures using the pointer access structure optimization algorithm and the profits from 3.a.

REPEAT

4. a) Compute the costs of placement access structures considering the views whose representative pointer access structures are not chosen at step 3.

b) Compute the optimal set of placement access structures using the costs from 4.a and the
placement access structure optimization algorithm.

5. a) Compute the profits of the pointer access structures using the placement access structures obtained at 4.b.

b) Compute the optimal set of pointer access structures using the pointer access structure optimization and the costs from 5.a.

UNTIL either

i) one of the placement or pointer access structure configurations is the same as the previous one or

ii) the difference in net costs between the last or the previous iterations (i.e. repetition of steps 4 and 5) is less than a certain percentage.

The access structures computed at step 4.b and 5.b constitute the approximately optimal access structures of the database.
Rationale for the Overall Access Structure Optimization Algorithm

In our algorithm we first try to find the approximately optimal pointer access structure configuration of the database. It is important to have an idea about the views whose representative pointer access structures will not be chosen before computing the approximate costs of the placement access structures. The effect of these views on the costs of the placement access structures may be very significant. On the other hand the effect of the default costs on the profits are relatively small, i.e., only a part of each profit computation is dependent on the default access structure. After approximating the optimal pointer configuration, we find the optimal placement access structure configuration that is based on it.

In steps 1 to 3, we approximately find the views that will not be processed by their representative pointer access structures in the optimal pointer access structure set. In step 4, we compute the approximately optimal placement access structure set. In step 5, we compute the optimal pointer access structure set corresponding to the placement access structures computed at step 4. In the following paragraphs, we are going to compare some of the costs, profits and the access structures computed with those of the optimal configuration. Before we do that we
state the observations that are used in the rest of this section.

**Observation 7.1:**

It costs less to process views whose representative access structures are of pointer type using sorted and/or cluster access structures as defaults rather than well-placed access structures.

**Observation 7.2:**

The cost of default processing of a view is the determining factor in profit comparisons. This is due to the cost of default processing of a view being more than the cost of accessing the tuples that are in the range of the view when the same default placement access structure is used.

In step one we assume that there are no well-placed access structures in the placement configuration. However it is possible and likely that there are some well-placed access structures in the optimal placement access structure configuration. Considering this possibility and using observations 7.1 and 7.2, we deduce that the profits of pointer access structures computed at step one are lower or equal to those computed using the optimal placement access structure configuration. The profits computed at step one are lower bounds for those based on the
optimal placement access structure configuration.

In step 2.a, we assume that no views with pointer type of representative access structures are going to be processed by the placement access structures. The costs computed using this assumption cause more well-placed in general and more specifically well-placed with larger ranges to be chosen by the optimizer compared to the optimal placement configuration. To see this let us consider a node $x$ and the placement access structures $a$, $b$ and $c$ shown in figure 11.

![Graph](image)

- a, $\text{Range}(a) = 50$
- b, $\text{Range}(b) = 100$
- c, $\text{Range}(c) = 1000$

Fig. 11. Placement access structures with different ranges incident at a node.

The cost of processing any additional views that might have to be considered in the optimal configuration is the highest for $c$, less so for $b$ and the least for $a$, as indicated by observation 7.1. The cost of processing additional views may cause $c$ not to be chosen for the
optimal placement configuration. At step 2, however, due to the assumption, c has a better chance of being chosen because the differences in the costs of a, b and c are smaller.

Because of the likelihood of more well-placed access structures and well-placed access structures with larger ranges being chosen at step 2.a, the profits computed at step 2.b might be higher compared to those based on the optimal placement configuration. This follows from observations 7.1 and 7.2. The profits computed here are upper bounds. The approximate effect of the well-placed access structures, in the optimal placement configuration, on the profits is introduced here.

At step 3, we compute the profits that are between the upper and the lower bounds. Then based on these profits, we get the views whose representative pointer access structures are not chosen.

At step 4, we use these additional views computed at step 3 to get a better estimation of the costs of the placement access structures. As a result the placement access structures chosen are closer to the optimal set of placement access structures then those of step 2.

At step 5, we use the placement access structures chosen at step 4 to compute the pointer access structures.
In the algorithm the main approximation comes from steps 1 and 2. Step 1 gives the relative profits of the pointer access structures without regarding the effect of the underlying optimal placement configuration. Step 2 approximates the effect of the underlying placement configuration. This changes the relative profits of the pointer access structures. Then in step 4 the placement access structures are approximated, after getting a good pointer access structure configuration approximation in the previous steps. In step 5 the pointer access structures are computed again to fine tune them. Iteration of steps 4 and 5 helps if the fine adjustment at step 5 causes any changes in the pointer access structure configuration.
VIII. DISCUSSION

In this dissertation, we presented algorithms and concepts to automate the design of data structures in general and access structures for relational databases in particular. The results of this dissertation are not only helpful in designing more efficient and precise access structures to meet the demands and requirements of the users but, at the same time, the concepts introduced make the comprehension and analysis of complex data structures easier thus hopefully making the future design and automatic generation of complex data structures easier, too.

We presented the concepts of aggregation and generalization in access structure design and analysis and metamorphosis for generating access structures from views. In metamorphosis we modelled the user interactions and their usage patterns of the database in a rigorous way. We examined the global optimization of access structures as a selection of access structures to optimize processing the user views and showed the intrinsic problems and dependencies that make the problem a global and complex one. We gave an approximate algorithm to solve the global optimization problem. We gave one approximate algorithm to solve the pointer access structure optimization problem.
and formulated the placement access structure optimization as an integer programming problem. We coded and tested the algorithms.

The whole design and the algorithms model the access structures, user interactions with the access structures and the underlying system associated with the access structures. A model is an abstraction and in an abstraction some of the details are omitted. However we feel that in our model we included enough details to make it a realistic one.

In our model we classified the data structures and showed precisely how any complex data structure may be obtained from the simplest data items. In our classification we considered most if not all of the presently known access structures. We did not limit the design to one or two access structure types as is the trend in the literature but considered various access structures with varying ranges. For we think at least in some implementations various access structures are used, system R [2] being one example.

Our conjecture on complex access structures is a unifying conceptual framework. It unifies the analysis and/or design of all complex access structures under one framework. It makes the automatic design of complex access structures easier and thus the generation of
special purpose and more efficient access structures possible.

We considered various costs to realistically model the usage of the access structures and the importance of each view. We refrained from utilizing grossly approximate and general cost formulas for the costs are highly system dependent and their accuracy has a crucial effect on the outcome of the access structure design.

In transforming users' usage patterns to access structures we made sure that the usage patterns are well reflected. In formulating the optimization problem, we considered the most important aspects of the system's efficiency criterion. In solving the optimization problem we tried as much as possible to stick to using exact or boundedly approximate solution methods.

In a way we showed that within the boundaries of the presently available general optimization methods, it is still possible to automate complex access structure designs. However as the general optimization methods improve the concepts developed in this dissertation will have a more significant impact and it will be possible to automatically design more precise access structures to suit the needs of the users. More specifically in our algorithm we would be able to represent a view with more access structures and defaults and have generally more
accurate global optimizations.

In the design methodology given here some of the general decisions -- such as the choice of access structure types to be used and the specifications of transformation rules -- may be made by the human designer using his/her expertise under the guidance of the concepts explained. However tedious decisions and procedures, where human beings are likely to err due to the large number of decisions and dependencies, are automated. In this way the results obtained from actual design reflect the skills of the designer. Thus we would expect the access structures built by our methodology to be at least as good as those of a human being. Moreover the automation of access structure design may be more cost effective or a necessity in some applications such as adaptive access structure design.

As for related future research directions, including multiattribute access structures in the metamorphosis is an open problem. Having multiattribute access structures increases the amount of dependencies and makes the optimization more complicated. Also it would be good to see the metamorphosis and the related concepts applied to other high level data models such as semantic data models which are becoming more popular.
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APPENDIX
TWO SAMPLES OF ACCESS STRUCTURE GENERATION
AND OPTIMIZATION

In the following, we give two examples to access structure generation and optimization, the first one being very simple and the second one is less so. In each sample, we first give a set of views of a relational database and then the access structures generated by the metamorphosis program. We then show the profits and/or costs of the access structures at each step of the overall optimization algorithm. We finally give the optimal access structures chosen for the input set of views. We would like to point out that the cost functions used in the optimization and metamorphosis programs are purely arbitrarily chosen. Also the abbreviations used are common to both samples.

abbreviations used:

v : view type, (permitted types are: p = projection, c = cartesian product, q = quotient, j = join, s = selection, i = intersection, d = deletion, u = union)
r11 : relation one
r12 : relation two
atl : attribute one
at2 : attribute two
size : size of the view's range
pl : frequency of look-ups
pi : frequency of insertions
pd : frequency of deletions
op : comparison operator

I. A VERY SIMPLE SAMPLE

The following example is given for illustrative purposes only and does not reflect all the features of the metamorphosis and the optimizations due to its undue simplicity. Let us assume that we have the following relational database schema and its instance.

Relation 1. Customers(name, city)
Relation 2. Parts(part#, price)
Relation 3. Orders(name, part#, quantity)

Physical Relations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer:</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earl Ecklund</td>
<td>Beaverton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Byrne</td>
<td>Corvallis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bud Clark</td>
<td>Portland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Earle</td>
<td>Beaverton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Reagan</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Also let us assume that we have the following frequently used views that we want to use to build the access structures for the database.

View 1. Select (city='Corvallis', Customer)
View 2. Select (part#= '309J', Parts)
View 3. Select (part#= '318i', Parts)
View 4. Select (part#= '512k', Parts)
View 5. Select (quantity > 15, Orders)
View 6. Join (Customers, Orders, C.name = O.name)
View 7. Join (Parts, Orders, P.part# = O.part#)
View 8. Projection (name, Customer)
View 9. Projection (part#, Parts)
View 10. Projection (name, Orders)
View 11. Quotient (Orders, Customer)

Parts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part#</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2c</td>
<td>$1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318i</td>
<td>$20000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68000</td>
<td>$130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309J</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512k</td>
<td>$495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Orders:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Part#</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earl Ecklund</td>
<td>309J</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Byrne</td>
<td>318i</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earl Ecklund</td>
<td>68000</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bud Clark</td>
<td>309J</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bud Clark</td>
<td>2c</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bud Clark</td>
<td>68000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Earle</td>
<td>2c</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bud Clark</td>
<td>318i</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Earle</td>
<td>512k</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earl Ecklund</td>
<td>512k</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. INPUT VIEWS

views :

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>v</th>
<th>r1</th>
<th>r2</th>
<th>at1</th>
<th>at2</th>
<th>size</th>
<th>pl</th>
<th>pi</th>
<th>pd</th>
<th>op</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

decimal of relations : 3

size of relations

rel : 1 size : 5
rel : 2 size : 5
rel : 3 size : 10

arity of relations

rel : 1 number of attributes : 2
rel : 2 number of attributes : 2
rel : 3 number of attributes : 3
2. CANDIDATE ACCESS STRUCTURES GENERATED BY THE METAMORPHOSIS

The value of "number of views" is the number of constituent views of the access structure.

A well-placed access structure is shown at both of its associated relations.

"poarray" stands for pointer array access structure.

placement access structures

relation : 1

cluster
total cost : 1.90260070411180e+04
number of views : 1

sorted
total cost : 8.02296953778455e+03
number of views : 1

relation : 2

cluster
total cost : 3.66250000000000e+02
number of views : 1

relation : 3

cluster
total cost : 6.84263279555968e+04
number of views : 1

sorted
total cost : 1.93472879252389e+04
number of views : 1
start add. : 7

relation : 1

wellplaced no. : 1
total cost : 3.05978047044482e+03
number of views : 1
relations : 1, 3
relation: 2

wellplaced no.: 1
total cost: 2.04939997880398e+03
number of views: 1
relations: 2, 3

relation: 3

wellplaced no.: 1
total cost: 3.05978047044482e+03
number of views: 1
relations: 1, 3

wellplaced no.: 2
total cost: 2.04939997880398e+03
number of views: 1
relations: 2, 3

pointer access structures:

access structure sets generated for attributes by selection views:

For each attribute there are eight separate access structure sets as explained on page 58f.

In the following the information given under "associated views" is the information about the constituent views. More specifically, "view address" gives the location of the view in the input view set and "strc. no." shows in which compound access structure in the attribute access structure set the view takes part. For example, "strc. no. 2" in an array tree access structure set means that the view is a constituent of
the second access structure in the attribute access structure set (i.e. tree).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rel: 1 attribute: 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost: 3.99334826351515e+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relation 1: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of views: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attribute 1: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poarray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost: 6.8750000000000e+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relation 1: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of views: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attribute 1: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost: 1.5410000000000e+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relation 1: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of views: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attribute 1: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aggre. of poarray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost: 1.4020000000000e+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relation 1: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of views: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attribute 1: 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
array and tree
  cost : 4.36834826351515e+01
  storage : 4
  relation 1 : 1
  number of views 1
  attribute 1 : 2
  associated views :
    view address  8,  strc. no  2

array and chain
  cost : 1.91600000000000e+01
  storage : 4
  relation 1 : 1
  number of views 1
  attribute 1 : 2
  associated views :
    view address  8,  strc. no  2

aggr. of arrays and tree
  cost : 3.99334826351515e+01
  storage : 2
  relation 1 : 1
  number of views 1
  attribute 1 : 2
  associated views :
    view address  8,  strc. no  2

aggr. of arrays and chain
  cost : 1.74300000000000e+01
  storage : 3
  relation 1 : 1
  number of views 1
  attribute 1 : 2
  associated views :
    view address  8,  strc. no  1

rel : 2  attribute : 1

tree
  cost : 1.02083242297676e+03
  storage : 2
  relation 1 : 2
  number of views : 3
  attribute 1 : 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Views</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Associated Views</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>poarray</td>
<td>8.1415</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chain</td>
<td>4.5173</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aggr. of poarray</td>
<td>1.6006</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>array and tree</td>
<td>8.6318</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9, 10, 11, strc. no 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>array and chain</td>
<td>4.8088</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9, 10, 11, strc. no 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
aggr. of arrays and tree
  cost : 1.02083242297676e+03
  storage : 2
  relation 1 : 2
  number of views 3
  attribute 1 : 1
  associated views :
    view address 9, strc. no 2
    view address 10, strc. no 2
    view address 11, strc. no 2

aggr. of arrays and chain
  cost : 4.51730000000000e+02
  storage : 2
  relation 1 : 2
  number of views 3
  attribute 1 : 1
  associated views :
    view address 9, strc. no 2
    view address 10, strc. no 2
    view address 11, strc. no 2

rel : 3 attribute : 3

tree
  cost : 2.88413513220577e+02
  storage : 3
  relation 1 : 3
  number of views : 1
  attribute 1 : 3

poarray
  cost : 4.09700000000000e+02
  storage : 3
  relation 1 : 3
  number of views : 1
  attribute 1 : 3

chain
  cost : 4.57400000000000e+01
  storage : 3
  relation 1 : 3
  number of views : 1
  attribute 1 : 3
aggre. of poarray
  cost :  1.21020000000000e+02
  storage :  1
  relation 1 :  3
  number of views :  1
  attribute 1 :  3

array and tree
  cost :  2.98113513220577e+02
  storage :  6
  relation 1 :  3
  number of views :  1
  attribute 1 :  3
  associated views :
      view address  12,  strc. no  2

array and chain
  cost :  5.54400000000000e+01
  storage :  6
  relation 1 :  3
  number of views :  1
  attribute 1 :  3
  associated views :
      view address  12,  strc. no  2

aggr. of arrays and tree
  cost :  1.35101108898315e+02
  storage :  4
  relation 1 :  3
  number of views :  1
  attribute 1 :  3
  associated views :
      view address  12,  strc. no  1

aggr. of arrays and chain
  cost :  1.26760000000000e+02
  storage :  4
  relation 1 :  3
  number of views :  1
  attribute 1 :  3
  associated views :
      view address  12,  strc. no  1
3. MINIMUM COST SORTED OR PLACEMENT TYPE ACCESS STRUCTURE CONFIGURATION

rel : 1, type : sorted
rel : 2, type : cluster
rel : 3, type : sorted

4. PROFITS OF THE POINTER ACCESS STRUCTURES FOR THE PLACEMENT CONFIGURATION OF STEP 3

abbreviations:
intpo : data structure storing pointer access structures generated by inter, diff and union views.
joinpo : data structure storing pointer access structures generated by join views.
selecpo : data structure storing pointer access structures generated by selection views.

The last two entries for each access structure give us the location of the access structure in intpo, joinpo or selecpo. For example,
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 3
type of structure : int
implies that the access structure is the third element of intpo.

pointer access structures in sorted order:
structure : 1
density : 1.25313731025000e+07
space : 2
profit : 2.50627462050000e+07
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 2
type of structure : selecs
structure : 2
density : 6.49891774241899e+06
space : 1
profit : 6.49891774241899e+06
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 3
type of structure : selecs

structure : 3
density : 8.59725792433009e+05
space : 1
profit : 8.59725792433009e+05
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 1
type of structure : selecs

5. MINIMUM COST PLACEMENT ACCESS STRUCTURE CONFIGURATION WITHOUT CONSIDERING EXTRA VIEWS

rel : 1, type : well-placed with rel. 3
rel : 2, type : cluster
rel : 3, type : well-placed with rel. 1

6. PROFITS OF POINTER ACCESS STRUCTURES USING THE PLACEMENT CONFIGURATION OF STEP 5.

pointer access structures in sorted order :

structure : 1
density : 1.25313731025000e+07
space : 2
profit : 2.50627462050000e+07
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 2
type of structure : selecs
structure :  2
density :  3.14747792050000e+07
space :  1
profit :  3.14747792050000e+07
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo :  3
type of structure : selecs

structure :  3
density :  7.67441413000000e+06
space :  1
profit :  7.67441413000000e+06
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo :  1
type of structure : selecs

7. AVERAGE OF THE PROFITS FROM STEPS 6 AND 4

Pointer access structures are listed in the order they appear in steps 4 and 6.

pointer struct  1
profit from step 6 :  2.50627462050000e+07
profit from step 4 :  2.50627462050000e+07
average profit  2.50627462050000e+07

pointer struct  2
profit from step 6 :  3.14747792050000e+07
profit from step 4 :  6.49891774241899e+06
average profit  1.89868484737095e+07

pointer struct  3
profit from step 6 :  7.67441413000000e+06
profit from step 4 :  8.59725792433099e+05
average profit  4.2670696121650e+05
8. THE RESULT OF THE POINTER ACCESS STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION

space limit : 3
approximation tolerance : 1.00000000000000e-02
number of pointer access structures : 3
abbreviations :

id : 'pointer struct' value in step 7

type of origin : one of int, selecs or joins,
where
int : originated by inter, diff or union views,
selecs : originated by selection views,
joins : originated by join views.

1. id, indx, id.popt 2selecs
density 1.25313731025000e+07
profit 2.50627462050000e+07
space 2

2. id, indx, id.popt 3selecs
density 3.14747792050000e+07
profit 1.89868484737095e+07
space 1

3. id, indx, id.popt 1selecs
density 7.67441413000000e+06
profit 4.2670696121650e+06
space 1
indexes of the chosen access structures:

2
1

approximately optimal total profit: 4.40495946787095e+07

9. COSTS OF CANDIDATE PLACEMENT ACCESS STRUCTURES

AFTER CONSIDERING THE EFFECTS OF THE VIEWS WHOSE
REPRESENTATIVE ACCESS STRUCTURES ARE NOT CHOSEN
IN STEP 8.

cluster: 1
  total cost: 2.95700070411180e+04
  number of views: 1
  start add.: 1

sorted: 1
  total cost: 1.19325212758587e+04
  number of views: 1
  start add.: 3

wellplaced: 1
  wlpl structure no: 1
  total cost: 1.17469291907004e+05
  number of views: 1
  start add.: 2
  associated relations: 1, 3

cluster: 2
  total cost: 3.66250000000000e+02
  number of views: 1
  start add.: 4

wellplaced: 2
  wlpl structure no: 1
  total cost: 6.92352818868020e+04
  number of views: 1
  start add.: 5
  associated relations: 2, 3
cluster: 3
  total cost: 6.84263279555968e+04
  number of views: 1
  start add.: 6

sorted: 3
  total cost: 2.22968572980426e+04
  number of views: 1
  start add.: 7

wellplaced: 3
  wlpl structure no: 1
  total cost: 1.17469291907004e+05
  number of views: 1
  start add.: 2
  associated relations: 1, 3

wellplaced: 3
  wlpl structure no: 2
  total cost: 6.92352818868020e+04
  number of views: 1
  start add.: 5
  associated relations: 2, 3

10. MINIMUM COST PLACEMENT ACCESS STRUCTURE

CONFIGURATION OBTAINED USING THE COSTS FROM STEP 9.

rel: 1, type: sorted
rel: 2, type: cluster
rel: 3, type: sorted

minimum total cost 3.51e+04
11. PROFITS OF POINTER ACCESS STRUCTURES OBTAINED USING THE PLACEMENT ACCESS STRUCTURE CONFIGURATION OF STEP 10.

pointer access structures in sorted order

structure : 1
density : 1.25313731025000e+07
space : 2
profit : 2.50627462050000e+07
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 2
type of structure : selecs

structure : 2
density : 6.49891774241899e+06
space : 1
profit : 6.49891774241899e+06
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 3
type of structure : selecs

structure : 3
density : 8.59725792433009e+05
space : 1
profit : 8.59725792433009e+05
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 1
type of structure : selecs

12. THE RESULT OF THE POINTER ACCESS STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION

space limit : 3
approximation tolerance : 1.00000000000000e-02
indexes of the pointer access structures chosen:

2
1

approximately optimal total profit:

3.15616639474190e+07

The optimal access structures are specified in steps 12 and 10. Specifically the access structures we obtain as a result of this design for the views given in step 1.1 of the appendix are summarized in the following:

1. a sorted access structure on relation "Customers",
2. a cluster access structure on relation "Parts",
3. a sorted access structure on relation "Orders",
4. a pointer array access structure covering the whole range of the relation for processing selection views on attribute "part#" of relation "Parts",
5. a pointer array access structure just covering the range of the view 5 (in the input) for processing selection views on attribute "quantity" of relation "Orders".

The total profits of the pointer access structures is 3.15e+07. The total cost of placement access structures is 3.51e+04.
II. A LESS SIMPLE EXAMPLE OF METAMORPHOSIS AND THE
OPTIMIZATION OF ACCESS STRUCTURES

Here we give a less simple example. This example has
more views and relations in its input. Thus we think that
it illustrates the metamorphosis and the optimization
algorithms better than the previous one.

number of relations: 5

size of relations
rel: 1, size: 20000
rel: 2, size: 30000
rel: 3, size: 10000
rel: 4, size: 50000
rel: 5, size: 5000

arity of relations
rel: 1, number of attributes: 3
rel: 2, number of attributes: 2
rel: 3, number of attributes: 3
rel: 4, number of attributes: 4
rel: 5, number of attributes: 2

views:

v rl1 rl2 atl at2 size pl pi pd op
-----------------------------------------------
p 1 20000 3.0 4.0 3.0
p 1 20000 1.0 1.0 5.0
c 1 2 600000000 0.0 0.0 0.0
c 1 3 200000000 0.0 1.0 1.0
q 1 2 1000 1.0 2.0 1.0
q 1 4 300 2.0 1.0 0.0
q 1 5 800 2.0 0.0 0.0
q 1 5 800 1.0 7.0 4.0
j 1 2 1 2 5000 5000.0 7000.0 60000.0 EQ
j 1 3 2 3 1000 8050.0 10040.0 25500.0 EQ
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>j</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>15050.0</th>
<th>25000.0</th>
<th>5350.0</th>
<th>EQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>300000000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1500000000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>55500.0</td>
<td>76650.0</td>
<td>256600.0</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>63300.0</td>
<td>44400.0</td>
<td>35500.0</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>25550.0</td>
<td>35550.0</td>
<td>156600.0</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>500000000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>200000000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>300000000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>50440.0</td>
<td>655500.0</td>
<td>744000.0</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>250000000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1500000000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>500000000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>34540.0</td>
<td>44450.0</td>
<td>45625.0</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>14565.0</td>
<td>44435.0</td>
<td>46785.0</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>250000000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>553.0</td>
<td>560.0</td>
<td>750.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>350.0</td>
<td>440.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>550.0</td>
<td>650.0</td>
<td>750.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>500.0</td>
<td>600.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>600.0</td>
<td>450.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>450.0</td>
<td>550.0</td>
<td>240.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>450.0</td>
<td>450.0</td>
<td>450.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>450.0</td>
<td>450.0</td>
<td>550.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>750.0</td>
<td>789.0</td>
<td>650.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>500.0</td>
<td>400.0</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80000</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>500.0</td>
<td>150.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>120000</td>
<td>220.0</td>
<td>330.0</td>
<td>450.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>173.0</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500.0</td>
<td>354.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>356.0</td>
<td>459.0</td>
<td>750.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>780.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>750.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>GE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>GE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>GE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>679</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>GE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1569</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>GE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1559</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>GE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1559</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2200.0</td>
<td>3330.0</td>
<td>400.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2200.0</td>
<td>3330.0</td>
<td>400.0</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3456.0</td>
<td>7890.0</td>
<td>456.0</td>
<td>GE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1550.0</td>
<td>2900.0</td>
<td>350.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1550.0</td>
<td>2900.0</td>
<td>350.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2450.0</td>
<td>3450.0</td>
<td>670.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2450.0</td>
<td>3450.0</td>
<td>670.0</td>
<td>GE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1550.0</td>
<td>2900.0</td>
<td>350.0</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1550.0</td>
<td>2900.0</td>
<td>350.0</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1550.0</td>
<td>2900.0</td>
<td>350.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1550.0</td>
<td>2900.0</td>
<td>350.0</td>
<td>LE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2450.0</td>
<td>3450.0</td>
<td>670.0</td>
<td>GE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2450.0</td>
<td>3450.0</td>
<td>670.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2200.0</td>
<td>3330.0</td>
<td>400.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1200.0</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1550.0</td>
<td>2900.0</td>
<td>350.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1550.0</td>
<td>2900.0</td>
<td>350.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1550.0</td>
<td>2900.0</td>
<td>350.0</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>2200.0</td>
<td>3330.0</td>
<td>400.0</td>
<td>GE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. CANDIDATE ACCESS STRUCTURES GENERATED BY THE METAMORPHOSIS

placement access structures

The value of "number of views" is the number of constituent views of the access structure.

A well-placed access structure is shown at both of its associated relations.

"poarray" stands for pointer array access structure.

relation :  1

cluster
  total cost : 8.17290862496725e+08
  number of views :  4

sorted
  total cost : 1.27112162854860e+08
  number of views :  4

relation :  2

cluster
  total cost : 2.92922165962074e+09
  number of views :  4

sorted
  total cost : 6.20006986197293e+09
  number of views :  3

relation :  3

cluster
  total cost : 1.03411269459327e+09
  number of views :  4

sorted
  total cost : 2.81033076395359e+09
  number of views :  2
relation: 4

cluster
total cost: 9.6378554001154e+09
number of views: 4

sorted
total cost: 2.48491650149846e+09
number of views: 2

relation: 5

cluster
total cost: 2.01405539121939e+09
number of views: 2

sorted
total cost: 1.29175013033308e+09
number of views: 4

relation: 1

well-placed no.: 1
total cost: 1.21783297595168e+09
number of views: 1
relations: 1, 2

well-placed no.: 2
total cost: 5.31125318547905e+08
number of views: 1
relations: 1, 3

well-placed no.: 3
total cost: 2.20465613825351e+08
number of views: 1
relations: 1, 5

relation: 2

well-placed no.: 1
total cost: 1.24806750675828e+09
number of views: 1
relations: 2, 3

well-placed no.: 2
total cost: 5.96285018987445e+08
number of views: 1
relations: 2, 4
well-placed no. : 3
  total cost : 9.40980956898504e+08
  number of views : 1
  relations : 2, 5

well-placed no. : 4
  total cost : 1.21783297595168e+09
  number of views : 1
  relations : 1, 2

relation : 3

well-placed no. : 1
  total cost : 1.1626330408992e+10
  number of views : 1
  relations : 3, 5

well-placed no. : 2
  total cost : 5.31125318547905e+08
  number of views : 1
  relations : 1, 3

well-placed no. : 3
  total cost : 1.24806750675828e+09
  number of views : 1
  relations : 2, 3

relation : 4

well-placed no. : 1
  total cost : 1.48821651648317e+08
  number of views : 2
  relations : 4, 5

well-placed no. : 2
  total cost : 5.96285018987445e+08
  number of views : 1
  relations : 2, 4

relation : 5

well-placed no. : 1
  total cost : 2.20465613825351e+08
  number of views : 1
  relations : 1, 5
well-placed no.: 2
  total cost: $9.40980956898504 \times 10^8$
  number of views: 1
  relations: 2, 5

well-placed no.: 3
  total cost: $1.16263300408992 \times 10^9$
  number of views: 1
  relations: 3, 5

well-placed no.: 4
  total cost: $1.48821651648317 \times 10^8$
  number of views: 2
  relations: 4, 5

pointer access structures

pointer array access structures generated by intersection, difference and union views

acc. structure no.: 1
  cost: $2.74056600000000 \times 10^4$
  storage: 8
  rel1: 1
  rel2: 2
  number of views: 3

acc. structure no.: 2
  cost: $7.50612000000000 \times 10^3$
  storage: 6
  rel1: 1
  rel2: 3
  number of views: 2

acc. structure no.: 3
  cost: $1.20040000000000 \times 10^4$
  storage: 4
  rel1: 1
  rel2: 4
  number of views: 2

acc. structure no.: 4
  cost: $1.80204000000000 \times 10^3$
  storage: 2
  rel1: 1
  rel2: 5
  number of views: 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>acc. structure no.</th>
<th>cost</th>
<th>storage</th>
<th>rell</th>
<th>rel2</th>
<th>number of views</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$3.25306000000000e+03$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$3.72408000000000e+03$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$5.40510000000000e+03$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$5.80510000000000e+03$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>$8.54118000000000e+03$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

access structures generated by join views

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>acc. structure no.</th>
<th>poarray structure</th>
<th>cost</th>
<th>storage</th>
<th>relation 1</th>
<th>relation 2</th>
<th>number of views</th>
<th>attribute 1</th>
<th>attribute 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.56964610115858e+09$</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
circular chain
cost : 2.56964610115858e+09
storage : 501
relation 1 : 1
relation 2 : 2
number of views : 1
attribute 1 : 2
attribute 2 : 1

acc. structure no. : 2
poarray structure
cost : 1.40559295487071e+09
storage : 451
relation 1 : 1
relation 2 : 4
number of views : 1
attribute 1 : 1
attribute 2 : 1
circular chain
cost : 1.40559295487071e+09
storage : 451
relation 1 : 1
relation 2 : 4
number of views : 1
attribute 1 : 1
attribute 2 : 1

acc. structure no. : 3
poarray structure
cost : 2.11582135511380e+10
storage : 251
relation 1 : 1
relation 2 : 5
number of views : 1
attribute 1 : 3
attribute 2 : 1
circular chain
cost : 2.11582135511380e+10
storage : 251
relation 1 : 1
relation 2 : 5
number of views : 1
attribute 1 : 3
attribute 2 : 1
acc. structure no. : 4
poarray structure
cost : $2.09285894479717 \times 10^{10}$
storage : 401
relation 1 : 2
relation 2 : 3
number of views : 1
attribute 1 : 2
attribute 2 : 1

circular chain
cost : $2.09285894479717 \times 10^{10}$
storage : 401
relation 1 : 2
relation 2 : 3
number of views : 1
attribute 1 : 2
attribute 2 : 1

acc. structure no. : 5
poarray structure
cost : $4.03622314409020 \times 10^{9}$
storage : 601
relation 1 : 2
relation 2 : 4
number of views : 1
attribute 1 : 1
attribute 2 : 3

circular chain
cost : $4.03622314409020 \times 10^{9}$
storage : 601
relation 1 : 2
relation 2 : 4
number of views : 1
attribute 1 : 1
attribute 2 : 3

acc. structure no. : 6
poarray structure
cost : $2.27605209719223 \times 10^{10}$
storage : 301
relation 1 : 3
relation 2 : 5
number of views : 1
attribute 1 : 2
attribute 2 : 2
circular chain  
cost : 2.27605209719223e+10  
storage : 301  
relation 1 : 3  
relation 2 : 5  
number of views : 1  
attribute 1 : 2  
attribute 2 : 2

access structure sets generated for attributes by selection views:

For each attribute there are eight separate access structure sets as explained on page 58f.

In the following the information given under "associated views" is the information about the constituent views. More specifically, "view address" gives the location of the view in the input view set and "strc. no." shows in which compound access structure in the attribute access structure set the view takes part. For example, "strc. no. 2" in an array tree access structure set means that the view is a constituent of the second access structure in the attribute access structure set (i.e. tree).

```
rel : 1  attribute : 3

tree  
cost : 5.99510314215626e+05  
storage : 101  
relation 1 : 1  
number of views : 2  
attribute 1 : 3

poarray  
cost : 6.51181000000000e+05  
storage : 101  
relation 1 : 1  
number of views : 2  
attribute 1 : 3

chain  
cost : 5.75976000000000e+03  
storage : 101  
relation 1 : 1  
number of views : 2  
attribute 1 : 3
```
aggre. of poarray
  cost : 7.09316000000000e+03
  storage : 8
  relation 1 : 1
  number of views : 2
  attribute 1 : 3

array and tree
  cost : 9.83791314215626e+05
  storage : 202
  relation 1 : 1
  number of views : 2
  attribute 1 : 3
  associated views :
      view address 62, strc. no 2
      view address 63, strc. no 2

array and chain
  cost : 3.90040760000000e+05
  storage : 202
  relation 1 : 1
  number of views : 2
  attribute 1 : 3
  associated views :
      view address 62, strc. no 2
      view address 63, strc. no 2

aggr. of arrays and tree
  cost : 5.99510314215626e+05
  storage : 101
  relation 1 : 1
  number of views : 2
  attribute 1 : 3
  associated views :
      view address 62, strc. no 2
      view address 63, strc. no 2

aggr. of arrays and chain
  cost : 1.100399200000000e+04
  storage : 109
  relation 1 : 1
  number of views : 2
  attribute 1 : 3
  associated views :
      view address 62, strc. no 1
      view address 63, strc. no 1
rel :  3  attribute :  3

tree
  cost :  5.77981546915083e+06
  storage :  51
  relation 1 :  3
  number of views :  29
  attribute 1 :  3

poarray
  cost :  6.61667000000000e+06
  storage :  51
  relation 1 :  3
  number of views :  29
  attribute 1 :  3

chain
  cost :  1.03855280000000e+05
  storage :  51
  relation 1 :  3
  number of views :  29
  attribute 1 :  3

aggre. of poarray
  cost :  2.31930000000000e+05
  storage :  110
  relation 1 :  3
  number of views :  29
  attribute 1 :  3

array and tree
  cost :  8.89603246915083e+06
  storage :  102
  relation 1 :  3
  number of views :  29
  attribute 1 :  3

  associated views :
    view address  64,  strc. no  2
    view address  65,  strc. no  2
    view address  66,  strc. no  2
    view address  67,  strc. no  2
    view address  68,  strc. no  2
    view address  69,  strc. no  2
    view address  70,  strc. no  2
    view address  71,  strc. no  2
    view address  72,  strc. no  2
    view address  73,  strc. no  2
    view address  74,  strc. no  2
    view address  75,  strc. no  2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>view address</th>
<th>strc. no</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

array and chain
cost : 3.22007280000e+06
storage : 102
relation 1 : 3
number of views 29
attribute 1 : 3
associated views :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>view address</th>
<th>strc. no</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
view address 87, strc. no 2
view address 88, strc. no 2
view address 89, strc. no 2
view address 90, strc. no 2
view address 91, strc. no 2
view address 92, strc. no 2

aggr. of arrays and tree
cost : 5.77981546915083e+06
storage : 51
relation 1 : 3
number of views 29
attribute 1 : 3
associated views :

view address 64, strc. no 2
view address 65, strc. no 2
view address 66, strc. no 2
view address 67, strc. no 2
view address 68, strc. no 2
view address 69, strc. no 2
view address 70, strc. no 2
view address 71, strc. no 2
view address 72, strc. no 2
view address 73, strc. no 2
view address 74, strc. no 2
view address 75, strc. no 2
view address 76, strc. no 2
view address 77, strc. no 2
view address 78, strc. no 2
view address 79, strc. no 2
view address 80, strc. no 2
view address 81, strc. no 2
view address 82, strc. no 2
view address 83, strc. no 2
view address 84, strc. no 2
view address 85, strc. no 2
view address 86, strc. no 2
view address 87, strc. no 2
view address 88, strc. no 2
view address 89, strc. no 2
view address 90, strc. no 2
view address 91, strc. no 2
view address 92, strc. no 2
aggr. of arrays and chain

cost : 2.46646200000000e+05
storage : 122

relation 1 : 3

number of views : 29
attribute 1 : 3
associated views :

view address 64, strc. no 2
view address 65, strc. no 2
view address 66, strc. no 2
view address 67, strc. no 2
view address 68, strc. no 2
view address 69, strc. no 2
view address 70, strc. no 2
view address 71, strc. no 2
view address 72, strc. no 2
view address 73, strc. no 2
view address 74, strc. no 1
view address 75, strc. no 1
view address 76, strc. no 2
view address 77, strc. no 2
view address 78, strc. no 1
view address 79, strc. no 1
view address 80, strc. no 1
view address 81, strc. no 2
view address 82, strc. no 1
view address 83, strc. no 1
view address 84, strc. no 1
view address 85, strc. no 2
view address 86, strc. no 1
view address 87, strc. no 1
view address 88, strc. no 1
view address 89, strc. no 1
view address 90, strc. no 1
view address 91, strc. no 1
view address 92, strc. no 1

rel : 5
tagtribute : 1

tree

cost : 4.02807166139330e+06
storage : 26

relation 1 : 5

number of views : 23
attribute 1 : 1
poarray
  cost:  4.4151640000000e+06
  storage:  26
  relation 1:  5
  number of views:  23
  attribute 1:  1

chain
  cost:  1.3467648000000e+05
  storage:  26
  relation 1:  5
  number of views:  23
  attribute 1:  1

aggre. of poarray
  cost:  1.3441392000000e+05
  storage:  46
  relation 1:  5
  number of views:  23
  attribute 1:  1

array and tree
  cost:  5.75886066139330e+06
  storage:  52
  relation 1:  5
  number of views:  23
  attribute 1:  1
  associated views:

  view address  93,  strc. no  2
  view address  94,  strc. no  2
  view address  95,  strc. no  2
  view address  96,  strc. no  2
  view address  97,  strc. no  2
  view address  98,  strc. no  2
  view address  99,  strc. no  2
  view address 100,  strc. no  2
  view address 101,  strc. no  2
  view address 102,  strc. no  2
  view address 103,  strc. no  2
  view address 104,  strc. no  2
  view address 105,  strc. no  2
  view address 106,  strc. no  2
  view address 107,  strc. no  2
  view address 108,  strc. no  2
  view address 109,  strc. no  2
  view address 110,  strc. no  2
  view address 111,  strc. no  2
view address 112, strc. no 2
view address 113, strc. no 2
view address 114, strc. no 2
view address 115, strc. no 2

array and chain
cost: 1.86546548000000e+06
storage: 52
relation 1: 5
number of views 23
attribute 1: 1
associated views:

   view address 93, strc. no 2
   view address 94, strc. no 2
   view address 95, strc. no 2
   view address 96, strc. no 2
   view address 97, strc. no 2
   view address 98, strc. no 2
   view address 99, strc. no 2
   view address 100, strc. no 2
   view address 101, strc. no 2
   view address 102, strc. no 2
   view address 103, strc. no 2
   view address 104, strc. no 2
   view address 105, strc. no 2
   view address 106, strc. no 2
   view address 107, strc. no 2
   view address 108, strc. no 2
   view address 109, strc. no 2
   view address 110, strc. no 2
   view address 111, strc. no 2
   view address 112, strc. no 2
   view address 113, strc. no 2
   view address 114, strc. no 2
   view address 115, strc. no 2

aggr. of arrays and tree
cost: 4.02807166139330e+06
storage: 26
relation 1: 5
number of views 23
attribute 1: 1
associated views:

   view address 93, strc. no 2
   view address 94, strc. no 2
   view address 95, strc. no 2
   view address 96, strc. no 2
view address 97,  strc. no 2
view address 98,  strc. no 2
view address 99,  strc. no 2
view address 100, strc. no 2
view address 101, strc. no 2
view address 102, strc. no 2
view address 103, strc. no 2
view address 104, strc. no 2
view address 105, strc. no 2
view address 106, strc. no 2
view address 107, strc. no 2
view address 108, strc. no 2
view address 109, strc. no 2
view address 110, strc. no 2
view address 111, strc. no 2
view address 112, strc. no 2
view address 113, strc. no 2
view address 114, strc. no 2
view address 115, strc. no 2

aggr. of arrays and chain
cost :  1.61295970000000e+05
storage :  38
relation 1 :  5
number of views   23
attribute 1 :  1
associated views :

view address 93,  strc. no 2
view address 94,  strc. no 2
view address 95,  strc. no 2
view address 96,  strc. no 2
view address 97,  strc. no 2
view address 98,  strc. no 1
view address 99,  strc. no 2
view address 100, strc. no 1
view address 101, strc. no 2
view address 102, strc. no 1
view address 103, strc. no 2
view address 104, strc. no 2
view address 105, strc. no 2
view address 106, strc. no 1
view address 107, strc. no 2
view address 108, strc. no 2
view address 109, strc. no 2
view address 110, strc. no 1
view address 111, strc. no 2
view address 112, strc. no 2
view address 113, strc. no 2
view address 114, strc. no 2
view address 115, strc. no 1

3. MINIMUM COST SORTED OR PLACEMENT TYPE ACCESS STRUCTURE CONFIGURATION

rel : 1, type : sorted
rel : 2, type : sorted
rel : 3, type : cluster
rel : 4, type : sorted
rel : 5, type : sorted

4. PROFITS OF THE POINTER ACCESS STRUCTURES FOR THE PLACEMENT CONFIGURATION OF STEP 3

abbreviations :
intpo : data structure storing pointer access structures generated by inter, diff and union views.
joinpo : data structure storing pointer access structures generated by join views.
selecpo : data structure storing pointer access structures generated by selection views.

The last two entries for each access structure give us the location of the access structure in intpo, joinpo or selecpo. For example, index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 3 type of structure : int implies that the access structure is the third element of intpo.
pointer access structures in sorted order

structure : 1
density : 7.41293928648000e+09
space : 4
profit : 2.96517571459200e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 3
type of structure : int

structure : 2
density : 3.98971992770808e+09
space : 5
profit : 1.99485996385404e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 8
type of structure : int

structure : 3
density : 2.9192748040045e+09
space : 4
profit : 1.1677099236018e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 9
type of structure : int

structure : 4
density : 1.85249976126571e+09
space : 3
profit : 5.55749928379713e+09
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 5
type of structure : int

structure : 5
density : 1.47136483898000e+09
space : 4
profit : 5.88545935592000e+09
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 6
type of structure : int

structure : 6
density : 1.44189921804250e+09
space : 8
profit : 1.15351937434000e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 1
type of structure : int
structure : 7
density : 5.68570535135509e+08
space : 6
profit : 3.41142321081305e+09
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 2
type of structure : int

structure : 8
density : 4.84276258980000e+08
space : 5
profit : 2.42138129490000e+09
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 7
type of structure : int

structure : 9
density : 4.51316901256487e+08
space : 51
profit : 2.30171619640808e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 2
type of structure : selecs
alternate no. : 7

structure : 10
density : 3.00231598980000e+08
space : 2
profit : 6.00463197960000e+08
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 4
type of structure : int

structure : 11
density : 4.81498002348087e+07
space : 26
profit : 1.25189480610503e+09
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 3
type of structure : selecs
alternate no. : 3

structure : 12
density : 2.59566518557682e+07
space : 8
profit : 2.07653214846146e+08
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 1
type of structure : selecs
alternate no. : 4
structure: 13
density: 9.72149848960865e+06
space: 451
profit: 4.38439581881350e+09
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo: 2
type of structure: joins
alternate no.: 2

structure: 14
density: 9.6086319137282e+06
space: 651
profit: 5.77480657801506e+09
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo: 5
type of structure: joins
alternate no.: 2

structure: 15
density: -5.8829394953569e+05
space: 551
profit: -2.94735266421738e+08
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo: 1
type of structure: joins
alternate no.: 2

structure: 16
density: -5.24814609920569e+07
space: 401
profit: -2.10450658578148e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo: 4
type of structure: joins
alternate no.: 2

structure: 17
density: -9.22263110043638e+07
space: 301
profit: -2.77601196123135e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo: 6
type of structure: joins
alternate no.: 2

structure: 18
density: -9.64031920505998e+07
space: 251
profit: -2.41972013942959e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo: 3
type of structure: joins
alternate no.: 2
5. MINIMUM COST PLACEMENT ACCESS STRUCTURE
CONFIGURATION WITHOUT CONSIDERING EXTRA VIEWS

rel : 1,  type : well-placed with rel. 3
rel : 2,  type : sorted
rel : 3,  type : well-placed with rel. 1
rel : 4,  type : well-placed with rel. 5
rel : 5,  type : well-placed with rel. 4

6. PROFITS OF POINTER ACCESS STRUCTURES USING THE PLACEMENT CONFIGURATION OF STEP 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pointer Access Structures in Sorted Order</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Profit</th>
<th>Index to Intpo, Joinpo or Selecpo</th>
<th>Type of Structure</th>
<th>Alternate No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.4296218239800e+09</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.3718487295920e+10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.6794860147035e+09</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.73666636382291e+11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>selecs</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
structure : 3
density : 2.97017174564667e+09
space : 5
profit : 1.48508587282333e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 8
type of structure : int
alternate no. :

structure : 4
density : 2.94460612570500e+09
space : 4
profit : 1.17784245028200e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 9
type of structure : int

structure : 5
density : 1.89249838991750e+09
space : 8
profit : 1.51399871193400e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 1
type of structure : int

structure : 6
density : 1.49553981398000e+09
space : 4
profit : 5.98215925592000e+09
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 6
type of structure : int

structure : 7
density : 1.36105931898000e+09
space : 5
profit : 6.80529659490000e+09
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 7
type of structure : int
alternate no. :

structure : 8
density : 1.26458540502904e+09
space : 51
profit : 6.44938556564808e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 2
type of structure : selecs

structure : 9
density : 1.03506689898000e+09
space : 2
profit : 2.07013379796000e+09
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo : 4
type of structure : int
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Profit</th>
<th>Index to Intpo, Joinpo or Selecpo</th>
<th>Type of Structure</th>
<th>Alternate No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.45499170505000e+08</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.56399336404000e+09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>selecs</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.45550985091111e+08</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.53665295527333e+09</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>int</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.50305123980000e+08</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.10183074388000e+09</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>int</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.13414796659419e+07</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>5.11507329339820e+09</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>joins</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>9.89369666715879e+06</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>5.94611169696243e+09</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>joins</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.17624964595753e+05</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>3.59530107262472e+08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>joins</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
structure : 16  
density : -5.72693506118206e+07  
space : 401  
profit : -2.29650095953401e+10  
index to into, joinpo or selecpo : 4  
type of structure : joins  
alternate no. : 2  

structure : 17  
density : -9.11795660498264e+07  
space : 251  
profit : -2.28860710785064e+10  
index to into, joinpo or selecpo : 3  
type of structure : joins  
alternate no. : 2  

structure : 18  
density : -1.16200032819815e+08  
space : 301  
profit : -3.49762098787644e+10  
index to into, joinpo or selecpo : 6  
type of structure : joins  
alternate no. : 2  

7. AVERAGE OF THE PROFITS FROM STEPS 6 AND 4

Pointer access structures are listed in the order they appear in steps 4 and 6.

pointer struct 1  
profit from step 6 : 3.37184872959200e+10  
profit from step 4 : 2.96517571459200e+10  
average profit : 3.16851222209200e+10  

pointer struct 2  
profit from step 6 : 1.736666636382291e+11  
profit from step 4 : 1.9948596385404e+10  
average profit : 9.68076180104158e+10  

pointer struct 3  
profit from step 6 : 1.48508587282333e+10  
profit from step 4 : 1.16770992336018e+10  
average profit : 1.32639789809176e+10
pointer struct
profit from step 6 : 1.17784245028200e+10
profit from step 4 : 5.55749928379713e+09
average profit : 8.66796189330856e+09

pointer struct
profit from step 6 : 1.51399871193400e+10
profit from step 4 : 5.88545935592000e+09
average profit : 1.05127232376300e+10

pointer struct
profit from step 6 : 5.98215925592000e+09
profit from step 4 : 1.15351937443400e+10
average profit : 8.75867650130000e+09

pointer struct
profit from step 6 : 6.80529659490000e+09
profit from step 4 : 3.41142321081305e+09
average profit : 5.10835990285653e+09

pointer struct
profit from step 6 : 6.44938556564808e+10
profit from step 4 : 2.42138129490000e+09
average profit : 3.34576184756904e+10

pointer struct
profit from step 6 : 2.07013379796000e+09
profit from step 4 : 2.30171619640808e+10
average profit : 1.25436478810204e+10

pointer struct
profit from step 6 : 7.56399336404000e+09
profit from step 4 : 6.00463197960000e+09
average profit : 4.88222828100000e+09

pointer struct
profit from step 6 : 2.53665295527333e+09
profit from step 4 : 1.25189480610503e+09
average profit : 1.89427388068918e+09

pointer struct
profit from step 6 : 2.10183074388000e+09
profit from step 4 : 2.07653214846146e+08
average profit : 1.15474197936307e+09

pointer struct
profit from step 6 : 5.11500732933982e+09
profit from step 4 : 4.38439581881350e+09
average profit : 4.74970157407666e+09
8. THE RESULT OF THE POINTER ACCESS STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION

space limit : 20

approximation tolerance : 5.00000000000000e-02

number of pointer access structures : 18
abbreviations:

id : 'pointer struct' value in step 7

type of origin : one of int, selecs or joins,
    where
        int : originated by inter, diff or union views,
        selecs : originated by selection views,
        joins : originated by join views.

1.
id, type of origin : 3, int
density : 8.42962182398000e+09
profit : 3.16851222092000e+10
space : 4

2.
id, type of origin : 3, selecs
density : 6.67948601470351e+09
profit : 9.68076180104158e+10
space : 26

3.
id, type of origin : 8, int
density : 2.97017174564667e+09
profit : 1.32639789809176e+10
space : 5

4.
id, type of origin : 9, int
density : 2.94460612570500e+09
profit : 8.66796189330856e+09
space : 4

5.
id, type of origin : 1, int
density : 1.89249838991750e+09
profit : 1.05127232376300e+10
space : 8

6.
id, type of origin : 6, int
density : 1.49553981398000e+09
profit : 8.75867650013000e+09
space : 4
7.
id, type of origin: 7, int
density: 1.36105931898000e+09
profit: 5.10835990285653e+09
space: 5

8.
id, type of origin: 2, selecs
density: 1.26458540502904e+09
profit: 3.34576184756904e+10
space: 51

9.
id, type of origin: 4, int
density: 1.03506689898000e+09
profit: 1.25436478810204e+10
space: 2

10.
id, type of origin: 1, selecs
density: 9.45499170505000e+08
profit: 4.08222828100000e+09
space: 8

11.
id, type of origin: 5, int
density: 8.45550985091111e+08
profit: 1.89427388068918e+09
space: 3

12.
id, type of origin: 2, int
density: 3.50305123980000e+08
profit: 1.15474197936307e+09
space: 6

13.
id, type of origin: 2, joins
density: 1.13414796659419e+07
profit: 4.74970157407666e+09
space: 451

14.
id, type of origin: 5, joins
density: 9.89369666715879e+06
profit: 5.86045913748875e+09
space: 601
15.
id, type of origin : 1, joins
density : 7.17624964595753e+05
profit : 3.23974204203672e+07
space : 501

16.
id, type of origin : 4, joins
density : -5.72693506118206e+07
profit : -2.20050577265774e+10
space : 401

17.
id, type of origin : 3, joins
density : -9.11795660498264e+07
profit : -2.53230953454100e+10
space : 251

18.
id, type of origin : 6, joins
density : -1.16200032819815e+08
profit : -2.95867056365302e+10
space : 301

id's of the chosen access structures :

9
6
4
3
1

approximately optimal total profit :

7.49193874762966e+10
COSTS OF CANDIDATE PLACEMENT ACCESS STRUCTURES

AFTER CONSIDERING THE EFFECTS OF THE VIEWS WHOSE REPRESENTATIVE ACCESS STRUCTURES ARE NOT CHOSEN IN STEP 8.

cluster : 1
  total cost : 9.61987650257941e+08
  number of views : 4

sorted : 1
  total cost : 1.91425349358218e+08
  number of views : 4

well-placed : 1
  wlpl structure no: 1
    total cost : 1.43279127219528e+09
    number of views : 1
    associated relations : 1, 2

well-placed : 1
  wlpl structure no: 2
    total cost : 1.90961015700978e+09
    number of views : 1
    associated relations : 1, 3

well-placed : 1
  wlpl structure no: 3
    total cost : 7.66816060700074e+08
    number of views : 1
    associated relations : 1, 5

cluster : 2
  total cost : 3.07588144972168e+09
  number of views : 4

sorted : 2
  total cost : 6.72232571089622e+08
  number of views : 3

163
well-placed : 2
wlpl structure no: 1
total cost : 2.20935177123201e+09
number of views : 1
associated relations : 2, 3

well-placed : 2
wlpl structure no: 2
total cost : 7.25842824532155e+08
number of views : 1
associated relations : 2, 4

well-placed : 2
wlpl structure no: 3
total cost : 1.3895589914146e+09
number of views : 1
associated relations : 2, 5

well-placed : 2
wlpl structure no: 4
total cost : 1.43279127219528e+09
number of views : 1
associated relations : 1, 2

cluster : 3
total cost : 1.14843732999544e+09
number of views : 4

sorted : 3
total cost : 2.89098911929908e+09
number of views : 2

well-placed : 3
wlpl structure no: 1
total cost : 1.24646942654001e+10
number of views : 1
associated relations : 3, 5

well-placed : 3
wlpl structure no: 2
total cost : 1.90961015700978e+09
number of views : 1
associated relations : 1, 3
well-placed: 3
wlpl structure no: 3
total cost: 2.20935177123201e+09
number of views: 1
associated relations: 2, 3

cluster: 4
total cost: 9.80491611849854e+09
number of views: 4

sorted: 4
total cost: 2.57412228315277e+09
number of views: 2

well-placed: 4
wlpl structure no: 1
total cost: 1.82026470207064e+09
number of views: 2
associated relations: 4, 5

well-placed: 4
wlpl structure no: 2
total cost: 7.25842824532155e+08
number of views: 1
associated relations: 2, 4

cluster: 5
total cost: 2.05168755543343e+09
number of views: 2

sorted: 5
total cost: 1.32169747956371e+09
number of views: 4

well-placed: 5
wlpl structure no: 1
total cost: 7.66816060700074e+08
number of views: 1
associated relations: 1, 5

well-placed: 5
wlpl structure no: 2
total cost: 1.38955899114146e+09
number of views: 1
associated relations: 2, 5
well-placed : 5
wlpl structure no: 3
  total cost : 1.24646942654001e+10
  number of views : 1
  associated relations : 3, 5

well-placed : 5
wlpl structure no: 4
  total cost : 1.82026470207064e+09
  number of views : 2
  associated relations : 4, 5

10. MINIMUM COST PLACEMENT ACCESS STRUCTURE
    CONFIGURATION OBTAINED USING THE COSTS
    FROM STEP 9.

rel : 1, type : well-placed with rel. 5
rel : 2, type : well-placed with rel. 4
rel : 3, type : cluster
rel : 4, type : well-placed with rel. 2
rel : 5, type : well-placed with rel. 1

minimum total cost : 2.639e+09
11. PROFITS OF POINTER ACCESS STRUCTURES OBTAINED USING
THE PLACEMENT ACCESS STRUCTURE CONFIGURATION OF
STEP 10.

pointer access structures in sorted order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Profit</th>
<th>Index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo</th>
<th>Type of Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.37515939898000e+09</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.35006375959200e+10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.24524792770808e+09</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.12262396385404e+10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.50132579459904e+09</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.05039773837971e+10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.30213200840045e+09</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.32085280336018e+10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.08224822441750e+09</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.46579857953400e+10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>Space</td>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>Index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo</td>
<td>Type of structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.80442943898000e+09</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.12177177559200e+10</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.42623937898000e+09</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.21311968949000e+10</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.80542615104235e+09</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.69410799271011e+10</td>
<td>selecs</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.81088350705000e+08</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.448706860564000e+09</td>
<td>selecs</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.89338260135509e+08</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.536029568081305e+09</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.80486898980000e+08</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.60973799600000e+08</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
structure: 12
density: 4.51316901256487e+08
space: 51
profit: 2.30171619640808e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo: 2
type of structure: selecs
alternate no.: 7

structure: 13
density: 2.24602074630604e+07
space: 601
profit: 1.34985846852993e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo: 5
type of structure: joins
alternate no.: 2

structure: 14
density: 1.14105916421352e+07
space: 451
profit: 5.14617683060298e+09
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo: 2
type of structure: joins
alternate no.: 2

structure: 15
density: 5.68535642949753e+06
space: 501
profit: 2.84836357117826e+09
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo: 1
type of structure: joins
alternate no.: 2

structure: 16
density: -7.77511705623417e+07
space: 401
profit: -3.11782193954990e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo: 4
type of structure: joins
alternate no.: 2

structure: 17
density: -9.20304701230908e+07
space: 301
profit: -2.7701171507503e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo: 6
type of structure: joins
alternate no.: 2
structure: 18
density: -9.53140647096713e+07
space: 251
profit: -2.39238302421275e+10
index to intpo, joinpo or selecpo: 3
type of structure: joins
alternate no.: 2

12. THE RESULT OF THE POINTER ACCESS STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION

space limit: 20
approximation tolerance: 5.00000000000000e-02

indexes of the chosen pointer access structures:
5
3
2
1

approximately optimal total profit:
8.98888404135975e+10

13. COSTS OF PLACEMENT ACCESS STRUCTURES OBTAINED USING THE EXTRA VIEWS FROM STEP 12.

cluster: 1
total cost: 9.09032718804036e+08
number of views: 4

sorted: 1
total cost: 1.83613021358218e+08
number of views: 4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure No</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Number of Views</th>
<th>Associated Relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.41865965839206e+09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.89871926785093e+09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.57488670700074e+08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.00398973469964e+09</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.61772032422955e+08</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.21228725905313e+09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.3227805870598e+08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.39009466813195e+09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.41865965839206e+09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cluster : 3
total cost : 1.13730584643508e+09
number of views : 4

sorted : 3
total cost : 2.88924643869908e+09
number of views : 2

well-placed : 3
wlpl structure no: 1
total cost : 1.24655183343679e+10
number of views : 1
associated relations : 3,

well-placed : 3
wlpl structure no: 2
total cost : 1.89871926785093e+09
number of views : 1
associated relations : 1,

well-placed : 3
wlpl structure no: 3
total cost : 2.21228725905313e+09
number of views : 1
associated relations : 2,

cluster : 4
total cost : 9.80491611849854e+09
number of views : 4

sorted : 4
total cost : 2.57412228315277e+09
number of views : 2

well-placed : 4
wlpl structure no: 1
total cost : 1.82026470207064e+09
number of views : 2
associated relations : 4,

well-placed : 4
wlpl structure no: 2
total cost : 7.32278058070598e+08
number of views : 1
associated relations : 2,

cluster : 5
total cost : 2.05168755543343e+09
number of views : 2
sorted: 5
  total cost: 1.32169747956371e+09
  number of views: 4

well-placed: 5
wlpl structure no: 1
  total cost: 7.5748867070074e+08
  number of views: 1
  associated relations: 1, 5

well-placed: 5
wlpl structure no: 2
  total cost: 1.3900946813195e+09
  number of views: 1
  associated relations: 2, 5

well-placed: 5
wlpl structure no: 3
  total cost: 1.2465518343679e+10
  number of views: 1
  associated relations: 3, 5

well-placed: 5
wlpl structure no: 4
  total cost: 1.82026470207064e+09
  number of views: 2
  associated relations: 4, 5

14. MINIMUM COST PLACEMENT ACCESS STRUCTURE CONFIGURATION

rel: 1, type: well-placed with rel. 5
rel: 2, type: well-placed with rel. 4
rel: 3, type: cluster
rel: 4, type: well-placed with rel. 2
rel: 5, type: well-placed with rel. 1

minimum total cost: 2.626e+09
The optimal access structures are specified in steps II.12 and II.14. Specifically the access structures we obtain as a result of this design for the views given in step I.1 of the appendix are summarized in the following:

1. a well-placed access structure between relations 1 and 5,
2. a well-placed access structure between relations 2 and 4,
3. a cluster access structure on relation 3,
4. a pointer array access structure for processing intersection, difference and union views between relations 1 and 4,
5. a pointer array access structure for processing intersection, difference and union views between relations 3 and 4,
6. a pointer array access structure for processing intersection, difference and union views between relations 2 and 3,
7. a pointer array access structure for processing intersection, difference and union views between relations 1 and 2.

The total profits of the pointer access structures is 8.98e+10. The total cost of placement access struc-
The output of the metamorphosis is given at step II.2. Notice only a small portion of those access structures appear in the output of the optimization. This is mainly because of the small storage space limit. This restricts the number of pointer access structures that can be chosen. The storage space limit is kept low on purpose to reflect the various steps of the overall optimization algorithm well. Also the choice of access structures in the output of the optimization is mainly dependent on the cost functions used. In our example, this choice is arbitrary because of the arbitrary cost functions.